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unusual us closer to an understanding
- sixteenth day of September, in wreck so much for
of educational and vocational ery walk of life and every
nearly ZOO sun flares have affected the of migraine headache.
training neither bounty could tion of society are inextricably the year of our Lond Nineteen million people.— —
missies),
-—
afford alone. This represents a intertwined.
• Inindred and sixty-nine, and of
Vice-President Agnew shook In Tonopah, Nev., scientists
significant
One
example of the Independence of -the
dramatic new approach to the
Unit- up • this whole country en his at ,the----Eawrerice -Radiatio
problem of extending quality such interconnections can be ed States of America the one T.V. appearance this
week by Laboratory are analyzing the
education to students in a rur- found in the interdependence bemired and ninety-fourth.
calling a spade a spake. I've solar flare data collected by
a
of urban and rural Amer*. It •
al area, TVA said.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
_ Richard Nixon been a eegular Democrat all my Nike-Tomahawk
rocket fired
Three counties and one town is important that the pantile
life, served as chairman for the Tuesday to a point some' 100
in southwest Virginia have a- of cour country come to underCalloway County Democratic Pa- rniles above the earth's surface
that
interdependence
greed to contribute some S350,. stand
rty, .Lnd I'm not changing my reg- to record solar flare activity.
Deaths reported are Dennis Rolfe, age 45, and Miss Grace 000 to help create a single cen- more fully than we do at presistration just because of what he
Holcomb, age 74.
trally located industrial center ent.
Murray State head baskettall coach Cal Luther was the speaker to provide jobs for workers It is not well known for ire By United Press International said; but I do admire the man
1st Feature Tonite & Fri.
for having the courage to critistance that agriculture servii
from all three counties.
yesterday at the Murray Rotary Club.
cize the most influential one
Four towns in the Bear Creek as a Iro0 billion custom to our
The Calloway County Bow Hunters will hold a turkey shoot on
HERBERT B. LEONARD
Today is Thursday, Nov. 20,
watershed in northwest Ala- economy. The marketing and the 324th day of 1969 with 41 to thing existing, the news media,
November 22.
presents
especially
T.V.
processing
It
of
food
and
is
true
fiber
that
pro, follow.
Mrs. George Hart spoke on "Historical Places" at a recent bama are working on a joint
we
vide
have
almost
5 million non-farm
Republican leadership
meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the DAR held at plan to provide adequate futThe moon is between its first
at the top of our country, yes
pre wider supplies tot expected jobs and :•a--$26 billion annual quarter and full phase.,
the home of Mrs. C. W. Waldrop.
even our state, tat the .Demoresidential and indastrial grcrwt pirootl. Ak the mine time, technological chellges on the &nil' The morning stars are Venus crats er.p4 is complete 'patrol
th.
and
Jupiter.
The problem of collecting have so increased agriculture]
The evening stars are Mercu- topass or to act on any bill
and disposing o fthe steadily efficiency that record prodvcpresented. Die monkey is actuary,
Mars and Saturn,
mounting tons of garbage and tim has been achieved by fewlly on the Democrat's back. It's
da
On this day in history:
other solid waste frcen ruarl er people. Many rural residents
high time that the Congressmen
In
1937, Chunglcing was
have therefore migrated to the
tackled
a
on
being
areas
is
and
Senators, let it be known
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
multi-oounty basis by groups of cities. While S3Cle have become established as the wartime that the people want constructive
capital
of
China.
productive
contributors
to
oounties in eaat Tennessee and
uraction, We did not elect them for
In 1945, 24 top German
northwest Georgia, under plans ban s3ciety, many others have
the mere purpose of voting themleaders
went
on trial at
Deaths reported are R. C. "Collie" Crouse, age 74, Rev, E. B. formulated as part a the Tri- been unable to find new econNuremberg before the interna- selves salary increases, If enouBourland of Morganfield, Warrick Curd, age 76, and Liman butary Area evelopment pro- omic roles.
gh of us voice our opinion to
The relationship between ur- tional war crimes tribunal.
Parker, age 46.
gram.
them, action will take place.
ban
and
rural
In
1947,
Princess
America
Elizabeth
will nevMr. and Mrs. J. L. Fulton celebrated their golden wedding
of
"These examples of increasanniversary at their home on Murray Route One in the Penny ed intergovernmental coopera- er be co•nstantbut it will always England married Philip MountJoseph P. Kennedy in 1967,
be
important. It will always re batten.
tion reflect a continuing search
Community.
after suffering a stroke.
In 1968, an explosion and fire
The community Thanksgiving service will be held this year for new organizational arrange- quire close exatninations and
at the First United Methodist Church, It is sponsored by several ments and new methods for careful thinking. It is to that entombed 78 men in a coal
more efficiently providing th.?. end that 1, RICHARD NIXON, mine at Farmington, West
churches in the community.
President of the United States Virginia.
A delegation of Murray and Calloway countains left yesterday growing list of public services
of America do hereby designate
needed
today's
rapidly
changin
--to attend the annual meeting of the State Farm Bureau in Louising society," the TVA report the week of November 21 throA thought for the day:
ville.
says. "They also recognize that ugh November 27, 1969, as Na- Thomas Carlyle said, "Music is
man went looking for America
such problems as low incomes, tional Farm-City Week. I call well said to be the speech Of
And couldn t find it anywhere.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Bullish
the lack of job skills and job upon all Americans to partici- angels."
opportunities, and the growing pate in this obsehvance.
signs appear to override the
pollution of the errrironment I particularly urge the Debearish ones, but profit-taking
are not local problems alone, partznent of Agriculture, the AIMS FOR NAVEL
and tax - selling may conceal the
CANNES FILM
land-grant
colleges and univerbut are in reality area problems
underlying upward trend, AlexFESTIVAL
SPACE CENTER, Houston
which can best be tackled by sities, the Cooperative ExtenWINNER,
ander Hamilton Institute says.
Bee I n' S,
joint area planning and ac- sion Service, and other appro- (UPI)— Intrepid aimed for the Newly released statistics indiPorso.re,,
priate organizations to carry belly button of "the snowman"
Serve the Lord with gladness: come before his presence with tion."
cate
"that
the
inflation
bugaboo
singing. — Psalm 100:2.
Area agencies and organiza- out programs to mark this oc• in landing on the moon early Is still very much with us." the
.6f al •OODUC TC*S
A cheerful heart is good medicine.
tions in 15 areas within the Ten- casion, including public meet- today.
firm said.
It missed by only 1,120 feet.
nessee Valley, most of them in ings and exhibits, and presen•-•11
-tations in newspapers and in Apollo 11 missed its
41111,
touchdown Recent technical indicators
ATTEND PARTY
Mrs. William A. Anders of the watersheds of tributary magazines, on radio and
on tele- point by four miles on July 20.
streams, are
working
with
were more than 60 per cent
Apollo 8, Russell L. SchweickWideR
von.
"The snowman" is an area in bullish
NASSAU BAY, Tex, (UPI)— art of Apollo 9, Ws. Eugene A, TVA's Tributary Area Developand, while this was not
I urge that such programs the Ocean
ment
program.
TVA
provides
of Storms so named a decisive majority,
An astronaut or his wife from Cernan, wife of the Apollo 10
it was part A PROUD HIGHSPOT in the
emphasize:
by the space office officials bees- of
every one of the space shots astronaut; and Col. and Mrs. various technical skills and rea
steady
improvement
since life of Joseph P. Kennedy
—the
development
of
since Apollo 8 attended az
ti s Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin of source tails which are com- understanding and more better use its craters resemble a snow- summer, the Dines Letter was this, reviewing the Ineffectman.
bined
The
with
efforts
the
crater
of
local
where Surveyor observes. There is some
at the home of Sue
Apollo 11.
ive working relationships beshort- augural Parade in WashingJACK NICHOLSON
citizens and local and state gov3 landed in 196'7 is in the stomach term
Tuesday night to help celebrate
::.:cLoe • Released by COLUMBIA PICTURE
tween Lose who live on the farm
irregularity, however, ton-with son John, the new
area of the snowman.
During the Christmas season, ernments to create new opporthe lunar landing of her
with glamour issues undergoing president, on Jan. 20, 1961.
husband, rookie astronaut Alan 65 per cent of the toy buyers
some profit-taking and automoparticular
have a
toy in mind
L. Bean.
tive issues failing to respond to
The visitors included Col. and before they go shopping.
the introduction of 1970 models,
the firm says.
--Spear and Staff sees "confirming evidence that the tight
against price inflation has
made little, if any, headway."
This means that if Washington
Intends to carry the antiinflation battle through to the
The Germans
bitter end, its course of action
forgot one
may have to be intensified, the
little bridge.
firm adds.
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale one
--Sixty-one
tract of standing, marked hardwood, timber containing
The climate for investment is
an estimated 475,000 board feet. The timber is located in
days later
on the way to a turn for the
Land Between the Lakes, Trigg County. Kentucky. anbetter, but tax selling and other
they lost the
proximately 5 miles north d Golden Pond.
factors will impose restraints,
war.
according to Standard & Poor's,
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Manage"Broadly speaking, stock prices
ment Section. Land Between the Lakes. Tennessee Valley
may mark time pending clearer
Authority. Golden Pond. Kentucky. until 10 a.m.. Central
signs of progress toward credit
Standard Time. December 2. 1969.
ease," the firm says.
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TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
umber should contact the above office. Office hours are
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forester in charge. Land Between the Lakes, Golden
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AFL STANDINGS
By United Press International

Idaho, Oregon State three Over
Oregon.
East
The NFL
W. L T. Pat The Calloway County Lakers
the National Football
In
New York
7 3 0 300 will have their first big test of
NEW YORK (UP!)- Glenn
League, Cleveland 14 over New
the season Friday night when
Houston
4 4 2
"Bo" Schembechler, once a top York, Washington seven over
the
take on Carlisle County in
Buffalo
3 7 0
Ohio
lieutenant at
State under Atlanta, Baltimore seven over
a game scheduled for Jeffrey
Mriarill
2 7 1
General Woody Hayes, sends Chicago, Greey Bay three over
Gymnasium at Calloway Coutty
Boston
2 8 0
his Michigan football team Detroit, San Francisco six over
High School.
West
against the mighty Buckeyes New Orleans, St. Louis three
W. L T.
Saturday in the biggest battle over Philadelphia, Minnesota 14
Carlisle County is led by DaKansas City 9 1 0
of his decorated career.
vid Sams, one of the hottest
over Pittsburgh, Los Angeles
Oakland
8 1 1
It's the first confrontation seven over Dallas.
prep prospects in West KenDenver
4 5 1
between Hayes, the dean of Big
tuck \ and the team from CarSian Diego
The AFL
4 6 0
Ten coaches and Schembechler, In the Amerfean Football
lisle was rated in the top five
completing
season
his
In
first
as
West Kentucky in preaeaseon
Sunday's Results
League: New York seven over
head man of the Wolverines.
Kan City 34 New York 18
Cincinnati, Kansas City seven
An upset over the nation's
Buffalo 72 Miami 3
over Oakland, Boston three
The Lakers have made a few
top-ranked club would give the over Buffalo, Houston seven
Boston 35 Cincinnati 14
changes
from
last
Wolverines
year's team
a share of the over Miami, Denver three over
Oakland 21 San Diego 18
MEDITATING MARKSMEN — Murray State University's record-smashing varsity
due to the graduation of two
Denver 20 Houston 20
league title and a Rose Bowl San Diego,
team takes time out from a busy schedule of competition to get In SOrtie study tIm• rifle
in the
of
the starting five, Atrie BaneSunday's Games
berth.
university library. Shown (left to right) are: Bill Schweitzer, Lancaster, Pa., freshman; Bill
and Mike Erristburger.
Buffalo at Boston
In
classic
the
matcnup
Beard, Bardwell, senior; Ernie Vande Zandc Alexandria, Va., iunior; and Bob Arledge,
t,, Raney, a 6-3, 188 pound
Denver at San Diego
between the teacher and the
Arlington, Va., junior. They set two national records in storing impressive victorl
in the
jun.
,r
has
been
shifted from
Houston at Mimal
star pupil, we like the old
Walsh Invitational Rifle Tournament in Cincinnati November 14.15 and in th
tat.
center to forward to fill the
Cnnati at New York
master with Ohio State winning
Championships In Lexington November 15-15 The team established a new open
r
r firspot vacated by Harteline and
Oakland at Kansas City
42-14.
Ins from the prone positinn of 1593 of a possible 1600 and a new civilian record of
Dennis Sears, a 5-11, 147 pound
On the West Coast, UCLA
1562 for firing from the kneeling position In the Kentucky tournament.
11th grader is manning the pivNFL STANDINGS
and Southern California battle
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
ot
position.
By United Press International
for the host berth in the Rose
East
Bowl. USC, bidding for an
Two seniors, Charles Rushing
CenturyDlvision
unprecedented fourth straight
and Darrell Cleaver, who both
W. L T.
visit to Pasadena, is our choice,
led the Lakers charge last year
Cleveland
6 2 1 .
but it will be close, like, 21-17.
are again manning their usual
St. Louis
3 5 1 27 spots
Bowl-Bound Teams
on the court.
New York
3 6 0
In games involving bowlCalloway
has
By JOHN JEANSONNE
depth
good
in
1 8 0 .11
By United Press international Pittsburgh
bound teams, we figure it this
Gail Doran, Sammy Todd, DarUPI Sports Writer
Capital Division
rell Crawford, Jerry Chapman,
way:
W.
L
T.
Pet
In the violent world of
Joe, Williams, Mike Kline and
-Penn State 30, Pittsburgh
The National Basketball AssoDallas
8 1 0 MO
Gary Evans,
14want a ciation waits for no man. It
Nittany
Lions
junior, Arlington Va.; and Bill hockey, the Baltimore Clippers Washington
By Capt. Rick Mallard
4 3 2 .571
and
Rochester Americans are Philadelphia
perfect record when they go somehow has gone on without
Schweitzer, freshman, Lancas3 5 1 .575
about as gentle as doves.
South for fun in the sun.
Bill Russell and Wednesday
New Orleans 2 7 0 .222
The Murray State Rifle Team ter, Pa.
Baltimore
and
Rochester
- Tennessee 28, Kentucky 7- night it went on without Wilt
In the individual competition,
established two national records
West
played to a 2,2 tie Wednesday
Vols prove they're better than Chamberlain, Elgin Baylor and
Central Division
as they swept two major rifle Bill Schewitzer tied the National
night'
in an American Hockey
last week's showing against Ole even Bob Cousy.
W. L T. Pct.
tournaments in a busy weekend open and civilian kneeling reBy United Press International Miss.
The Los Angeles Lakers won
8 1 0 .888
cords with 396 of a possible League game in which the most Minnesota
of shooting.
notable achievement was the Detroit
- Missouri 35, Kansas 14- and the Cincinnati Royals lost.
6 3 0 .887
The Racers competed in the 400 points. He also had the high
absence of a single penalty.
The difference between first Tigers sharpen
claws for The score was 116-103.
Green Bay
5 4 0 .555,
WaLsh Invitational Rifle Tourna- service (ROTC) individual reDuring a fast first period, Chicago
place and last place is often Orange Bowl.
.1 8 0 .111
Chamberlain,
BayLpr
and
ment in Cincinnati Nay. _1445 cord with a score of 1150 points
depth, but the doormat NEM -Notre Dame 35, Air Force Egan all were Ifielcbd with
Coastal' Division
and the Kentucky State Cham- of a possible 1200 at the Kentuc- Baltimore took a -24 lead on
goals by Jim Bartle and
York Nets, relying on the one- 14-Irish have anti-missile wea- Injuries but the slack was taken
W. L.. Y. Pet.
pionship. in Leidngton Nov. 15-16. ky Championships.
man- stiOw of Levern
pons to shoot down Falcons.
by
up
two rookies- Dick
Bill Beard had the high in- Willie Marshall. Norm Arm- LOS Angeles 9--0--9.7f.0.00
In winning the Kentucky Chamstrong's tally at 12:07 of the Baltimore
just as successful Among the non-bowlers, Har- Garrett of Southern Illinois and
proved
5 4 0 .566
By WILLIAM L. VAUGHN
pionships, the MSU sharpshoot- dividual score of 285 at the
third period gave Rochester the Atlanta
Wednesday night as the divi- vard and Yale tangle in_ the Rick Roberson of cincingsti-3 6 0 .333
ers set a natinnal open record Walsh and won the Kesitucky_Sttie and moved the Americans San Francisco 2 6 -1
CYMRU,
Miss. (17P1)- sion-leading New Orleans Sues, game and we like the Elis by and a fellow named Jerry West,
in the prone position with 1593 ate Individual Championship in
Into
second place in the
Superstars more often than not receiving double-figure perfor- 10. California and Stanford who scored 32 points.
Sundays Results
points of a possible 1600. The Lexington with 1136 of 1200 pos- Western
Division.
mean super headaches for mances from all of their clash in the big game on the
Roberson filled in for ChamLas
sible.
Angeles
residents
the
Only
state
of
23
Phila
old record of 1592 was held by
17
Buffalo, the Western leader Dallas 41 Wash 28
football coaches
coaches, and a coach starters.
West Coast and Stanford should berlain with 15 rebounds and 12
the Army International Marks- of Kentucky were eligible for
with 25 points compared with 14 New Orleans 25 New
The Nets clipped Miami, 115- win 21-7.
handling the
points and Garrett scored 26
York 24 with a knack
manship Training Unit at Fort the latter award.
talented
players
invariably 110, while the I3ucs, leading the Elsewhere:
points. Bob Arledge had the high civi- for Rochester, beat Hershey, 2- Atlanta 48 Chicago 31
Banning. The prone record will
1,
in the only other AHL game. Minnesota 9 Green Bay 7
Western Division, downed
turns up a winner.
The East
Cousy, who at 41 is trying to
also be entered as the National Jilin individual score et 1140
John Howard Vaught has Washington, 112-115, in the only Massachusetts seven over make the Royals' team (he has
Cleveland 24 Pitts 3
at the Kentucky Championship
record for civilian teams.
Detroit 20 St. Louis 0
I.Ren
winning with record- American Basketball Associa- Boston College, Brown six over a good chance because he's the
A national civilian record was and was fifth at the Walsh with
San
Fran
20
setting
regularity
since a windy tion games scheduled.
Baltimore
Columbia, Connecticut seven coach), suited up for the first
17
280
also established in the kneeling
Tart scored 33 points, vritit27 over Baldwin-Wallace.
Sunday's Games
autumn in 1947 when his first
Woe since being reactivated as
Ernie Vande Uncle had the McCovey
position as the team ftred 15E2
Atlanta at Washington
passing sensation, Charles of them in the first half when
The South
a player but did not get into the
of a possible 1600. The old civi- high collegiate score of 1136
Beiltiassare
built
Nets
a
comfortable
at
the
66- Citadel six over Chattanooga, game.
Chicago
Couerly, tossed the University
Ilia record is 1546 and the open at the Kentucky Match and sowDallas at Los Angeles
f Mississippi to its first 54 lead. The Nets led, 94-82, Miami (Fla.) 14 over Wake
Maybe
he
should
have,
record, held by the Army Mark- nd high Individual at the Walsh
Detroit at Green Bay
Southeastern Conference cham- after three periods and the Forest, North Carolina three because the Royals hit only 36
Match.
manship Unit, is 1563.
New York at Cleveland
pionship in Vaught's maiden closest Miami got in the second over Duke.
per cent from the floor and
Bob Gustin, who led the ROTC
The tournaments were dominPhila at St. Louis
half was three points.
The Midwest
season.
their high scorer - Oscar
victories,
had
the
their
team
to
ated by the Murray shooters as
By United Press International Pittsburgh at Minnesota
paced
Buns
Jones
Steve
the
Today Vaught was named the
Bowling
Green six over Robertson with 21- made only
they won first in the varsity second high ROTC individual
San Fran at New Orleans
nation's college football Coach with 32 points, while Jack Northern Illinois, Miami (Ohio) seven of 20 field goals.
ROTC and women's division at scores at the Walsh (280) and the
NEW YORK (UPI).- Willie
of the Week by United Press Moreland had 29, Gerald Govan seven over Cincinnati, Colorado
In a doubleheader at Phithe Walsh and the varsity and Kentucky Championship (1124). McCovey of San Francisco, wh
International for the second 22, Red Robbins 21 and James one over Kansas State.
ladelphia, San Diego downed
ROTC
Other
the
members
of
service (ROTC) competition at
the Giants gave bus fare to
time this season, largely on the Jones 13. Warren Armstrong
The Southwest
the 76ers 125-116, and Baltithe Kentucky State Champion- team are Dave Adams, fresh- rookie camp 14 years ago an
performance of his latest super was high scorer for Washing- Southern Methodist 13 over more coasted
' past Phoenix, 133man, Pomona, Calif.; Roger promised a
ship.
tryout, won th
gridiron hero, quarterback Ar- ton, which won the ABA title as Baylor, Oklahoma three over 118. Boston defeated Chicago,
At the Kentucky Championship Buck, junior, Beltsville, Mary- National League's Most Valua- By
the Oakland Oaks last season, Nebraska, Texas Christian sev- 122-106, and Atlanta stopped
United Press International chie Manning.
Murray's nearest competition land, and Jim Soderstrom, jun- ble Player Award today.
The 60-year-old Vaught was with 21 points.
en over Rice,
Seattle, 137-116, in the only
was East Tennessee State Univ- ior, Lombard, Illinois.
The 31-year-old first base- There were none of those recognized for the Rebels' 38-0
The Far West
other game scheduled.
wonwn's
on
Firing
the
team
ersity with 4522 to MSU's 4562
man, who hit 45 home runs and Hollywood heroics to mark the upset
win over previously
Utah
six
over
Brigham
John Block poured in 33
In the 4800 point match. East were Nancy Harringt6n, Sandra batted in 126 runs to lead the return of Bobby
Hull to the unbeaten Tennessee. The win
\like Epstein, first sacker of Young, Utah State seven over points to lead the Rockets, who
Tennessee, the only team to de- Witges, Anne Hall, and Peggy league in both departments for Chicago Black
Hawks' lineup knocked the Volunteers out of a
were ahead by only 108-104 with
feat Murray, edged the Racer Baker.
the second straight year, edged for the first time this season. possible Orange Bowl berth into the Washington Senators, was a
4:17 remaining but exploded
team by three points earlier this
pitcher Tom Seaver of the There were no crushing checks a Gator Bowl spot and boosted grid star for the University of
Six race tracks in Kentucky for nine straight points to
year in Johnson City. In the1200world champion New York to stave off a sure goal or a the Rebels into the Sugar Bowl California.
well over 2041 days a car clinch their first victory in Mire
offer
point Walsh Tournament, the INVITED TO PLAY
Mets, 265-243.
Texas-Aricansa
last-minute victory charge.
against the
tries on the 76er court.
of thoroughbred racing.
MSU team fired 1130 with West
Each got 11 first-Place votes
Instead, Hull played only 16 loser.
Jack Marin scored 22 points
Tommy Ae
.e and Cleon
Virginia University a distant secKANSAS CITY, Mo. (UP!)- from a 24-man committee of minutes and took only
seven
It was Manning's brilliant Jones, New York Mete
Gus Johnson scored 21 as
and
outond at 1100.
Bruce Cerrone, a split end from the Baseball Writers Associa- shots Wednesday night as the play against Louisiana State
in fielders, played in the same highJoe Louis defended his title seven Bullets scored in double
Shotting on the varsity team Emporia State, has been invited tion of America, but Seaver Black Hawks
came from behind a 26-23 upset earlier this month school backfield in
Mobile, Ala. 25 times, more than any other figures and broke the game
were Ernie Vande Zande, junior, to play in the North-South was left off two ballots, while to tie the New
York Rangers, 1- that won Vaught the first
heavyweight boxing champion. open with a 10-point surge in
Alexandria, Va.; Bill Beard,sea- football game in Miami Dec. 26. McCovey was on all 24.
1, on a third-period tally by national Coach of the Week
the second period.
ior, Barctwell, Ky.; Bob Arledge,
Henry Aaron of the Atlanta Gerry Pinder. It was the first honor. Vaught's plan against
John Havliceic scored 21
Charlie Gogolak of the WashBraves got the other two first. time in seven
games that the Tennessee was to run right at
Johnny I. nitas threw touch- points for the Celtics, whose
kicked
out
nine
Redskins
ington
place votes and finished third Hawks didn't win.
the beefy Volunteers, and the
down passes in 47 consecutive second straight win wasn't
NAMED ASSISTANT
with 188 points. Aaron was "I'm just glad we didn't Rebs caught them prime to of 10points after touchdown in games during the 1956-60 NFL
enough to get them out of the
named on 23 of the 24 ballots. lose," Hull said afterwards, "It stop a Manning aerial attack 1966 against the New York seasons, a league record.
Eastern Division cellar, and
PHILADELPHIA (UPI).-. DalBatting champion Pete Rose was beginning to come back to instead of a ground game. The Giants.
Joe
Caldwell, who finished with
las Green, who pitched for the of the Cincinnati Reds, who hit me at the end. I could take the junior passing sensation from
34 points, and Lou Hudson who
Philadelphia Phillies from 1960 .348, was fourth with 127 points. puck and go a little better."
Series
World
two
The
1969
Drew,
Miss., worked
his
cored 29, sparked a fourthDon Maynard, star flanker of
through 1964 before becoming a Rose finished second to St.
The
Black
Hawks, who mastery at the helm with just the New York Jets, broke into games played in Baltimore were quarter rally which carried the
coach and manager in the Louis pitcher Bob Gibson in the finished last in the NHI 's enough passes to keep Tennesprofessional football as a half- the first World Series games not Hawks to their 13th victory in
minor leagues, was named as 1968 MVP voting.
Eastern Division last year, see off balance and bring the back with the New York Giants. to sell out in 25 years.
18 games.
assistant farm director of the
Next were Ron Santo of the opened with losses in their first Rebel record to 6-3.
National League team.
Chicago Cubs, Tommie Agee of five games before their current
Despite the praise heaped on
the Mets, Cleon Jones of the streak. Hull sat out the first 14 Manning and other rebel stars
Mets, Roberto Clemente of the games in a contract dispute.
CINCINNATI (UPI).- Kathy
In the past, Vaught never
Pittsburgh Pirates, Phil Niekro
In other NHL games, Ab seems to have the disciplinary
Whitworth, a professional golfer
of the Braves and Tony Perez McDonald scored three goals on problems his coaching counterfrom Dallas, Tex., who finished PICK UP PLAYERS
of the Reds.
the first three shots he took, to parts
In the top 10 in 27 of the 28
have experienced in
NEW ORLEANS(UPI)- The
McCovey, who is six-feet-four give the St. Louis Blues a 4-0 keeping their stars in line, or In
events she entered this year,
was named Player of the Year New Orleans Saints have picked and 210 pounds, hit .320 this victory over the Pittsburgh getting another stellar perforby the Ladies Professional Golf up two players on waivers from season, his highest average Penguins, Frank Mahoviich got mance out of them. What's his
the Pittsburgh Stealers.
since 1959, when his .354 mark the llth three-goal hat trick of secret?
Association Wednesday.
The Saints acquired tackle in his first half-season in the his career as the Detroit Red
It was the fourth consecutive
"He treats them all alike," a
year she had gained the honor. Mike Taylor and cornerback majors won him the Rookie of Wings rallied for a 5-5 tie with member of the Rebel staff said,
Mary
Witson,
who
will
the
replace
Year
Award.
the Montreal Canadiens, the "and that's the way they like it.
Miss Whitworth, a golf pro
Thompson
McCovey led the National Oakland Seals beat the Minne- Archie is just one of the boys."
and
since 1958, also won the Var Injured Bob
Trophy, awarded annually to tackle Jim Hester, who was put League with 36 homers and 105 sota North Stars, 4-2, and the
There can be no arguing that
on the move list.
RBI's in 1968. His repeat Toronto Maple Leafs tied the it hasn't
the lady pro turning in the
worked for Vaught, the
performance this year made Los Angeles Kings, 4-4.
lowest average score of the
nation's third whaningest coach
him the second player in
an
maintained
year. She
after 23 seasons at Ole Miss
National League history to win
vgrage of 72.38 strokes in 86
Past performances from the
WRIGHT SUSPENDED
the
titles back to back, Bill
cial rounds.
likes of Conerly, Jake Gibbs,
Long
-tine
record
Nicholson did it with the
Carol Mann, the tall blonde
Glynn Gritting and now ManNEW
YORK (UPI)- Steve Chicago Cubs in 1943-44.
CHICAGO
(UPI)-Georr ning have given Vaught a
from the Cincinnati Royal Oaks
Wright,
an
offensive
tackle
with
Of
38
players
who received McAfee's 119 yards rushing in career record of 176 wins, 54
Country Club, who set an allYork Giants, was votes, McCovey was the only 14 attempts against Green
time LPGA record last year the New
Bay losses and 12 ties for a .755
suspended from the National one named on every ballot.
in the 1941 Western Division percentage.
with an average of 72.04 strokes
Football
League
team
for
playoff still stands as a confinished second with 72.88.
And although the superstar
"conduct detrimental to the
In 20. years as shortstop for ference playoff record for the performances a r e n't overMiss Mann eased past Miss
the official ball club."
in
the Chicago White Sox; Luke National-Football League.
Whitworth
looked, Vaught credits "senior
Appling played more games at
leadership" with enabling the
winnings list. Miss Mann set a
that position than any other
Rebels to pull off this year's
single season record with her
katiNts lily Chiefs' defensive major leaguer.
upsets over Tennessee, LSU
$49,152, compared to Miss
END OF THE LINE: Murray State Univer sity football coach Bill Fureerson, right, has a
tackle Ernie Ladd is a successful
Whitworth's $48,171.
and Georgia, "This is an
lock•rroorn chat with the four seniors who will be playing their last cottons game Saturday
Don Reed, heeler for the utmsual ball club. It has fine
However. Miss Whitworth wreak,in the off-selialiQW.mxzeima.
at Bowling Grroisri when the 'Thoroughbreds meet the Hilltoppers of Western Kentucky UniIn 23 major league seasons, Atlanta Braves, was a basket' leadership from the seniors and
took over first place in career
versity in another •pis,cle in one of the oldest fo-tball rivalries in the state. The players, left
had
Hornsby
Rogers
a lifetime ball star at Notre
won with $268,974,
money
[lime *sand Is a group of boys with a lot o
to right, standing: Denni• Williams, guard: Jimmy Harr•II, defensive back, and seated, left
Archerv is one of the oldest halting average of .156., just nine played one
surpassint: the former record of
season with the character and pride- they want
to right, Russ Hake, halfback, and Sam Tandy, middle Imo backer.
points
behind
the
leader,
:ports
Ty
Wright.
stilt
in existence.
Detroit Pistons, of the NB %. to win," he said.
268,167 held by Mickey
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Cobb.
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

NBA Can Get
By Without
Superstars

Clippers, Americans
Murray State Rifle Team Are
Gentle As Doves
Wins 2 Major Tournaments

Nets Clip Miami,
Bucs Down Wash.

Gets

MVP Award

Chicago-NY Tie

KATHY WHITWORTH
NAMED PLAYER OF
THE YEAR, PGA
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Mrs. John Livesay Shrine Club Has
Hostess For Meet Regular Meeting
New Concord Club The Murray-Calloway County

I

Mrs. John Livesay was hostess Shrine Club held its regular
for the meeting of the New meeting in the home of Mr. and
Concord Homemakers Club held Mrs. William E. Moffett on Sat
on Wednesday, November 12, urday evening, November 15.
A potluck supper was served
at ten o'clock in the morning
at her lovely new home.
preceding the men's business
The lesson on "Preparing meeting. The wives enjoyed a
Foods With Electric Blender" social hour.
was given by Mrs. W. D. McDancing was enjoyed followCUiStOn. She said it is a "mod- ing the meeting.
ern marvel" as a time saver as
Members and wives present
it chops, grates, crumbs, purees, were Sgt. and Mrs. Frank Gibson, Sgt. and Mrs. Claude
and blends in seconds.
Mrs.
McCuiston
prepared Welch, Messrs and Mesdames
chicken and mushroom casse- Freed Cotham, Woodrow Dunn
role, potatoe puff, vegetable sa- Johnny Herndon, Bruce Willad, nyiyonnaise, and a cheese son, Don Robinson, Joe Dean
dip in a very short Lime, and Watkins, Milton Jones, Irvin
Mrs. Livesay had delicious re- Carpenter, Boone Hendrickson,
freshments of home.baked co- Donald Page, Troy Sheppard,
DEAR ABBY: Altho I've never seen my problem in
coanut cake, mints, nuts, punch Edsel Beale, John L. Williams
your
column, I'm sure other men have had it, too.
and coffee to serve to the nine and William E. Moffett. Guests
I am 41, and a bachelor. Believe me, Abby, I
teen members and three visit. were Mr. and Mrs. James C
enjoy the
ors, Mrs. Eunice Grubbs, Mrs Williams and E. T. 'Leming,
company of women, but it seems that in this day and age
any
Lenore James, and Mrs. George Provost guard Rizpah Temple,
man who is still a bachelor at 40 is immediately
suspected of
Dunn.
Madisonville.
being a homosexual.
•••
The president, Mrs. Charlie
I actually find myself holding hands with my
date,
Stubblefield, presided and Mrs
hugging
her, and acting affectionate, even when she doesn't
W. T. Kingins gave the devotappeal to me in that way, just to let on-lookers know
ion. Mrs. T. R. Edwards read
I'm
normal and to "reassure" my date. [Many women think
the minutes and gave the trea
if
they don't turn a man on, he must be queer.]
surer's report. Mrs. Ruth Weaks
gave the landscape notes.
When I go to dinner or to a movie with another man, I
Eleven member;and four visOther members present were
get all sorts of funny looks. And I've heard people have said
Mesdames G. C. Sigmon, Louise itors answered theProll call with
that the only reason I date women is to cover up my
Patterson,' Loman Bailey, Cur- "What I am Most Thankful For"
preference for men.
tice Cook, Edwin R. Hagan, Ri- at the meeting of the North
I have my reasons for not wanting to marry. I like my
chard James, Rainey Lovins, I. Murray Homemakers Club hetd
privacy, don't care for the responsibilities of marriage, can't
B. Mayfield, Misses Erin Mont- on Friday, November 14, at onestand children, and frankly I am very selfish and would
gomery, Beatrice Lock, Mary thirty o'clock in the afternoon
make a lousy husband.
Montgomery, and Maud Nance. at the home of Mrs. Ivan OutSo, how does a normal man go about proving to the world
The next meeting will be a land,
The leaders, Mrs. Ivan OutChristmas party held at t h e
that he's not queer?
STRAIGHT MAN
Community Center on Wednes- land and Mrs. Rema Cole, preDEAR STRAIGHT: First, he quits protesting too much.
day, December 10, at 10:30 sented the lesson on "Coordinating Colors". They gave guides
Then he doesn't make a phony fuss over women who don't
a.m.
through use of color, pattern,
•••
turn him on. And lastly, he doesn't give a second thought to
texture ,and balance for makwhat people say.
ing combinations of rooms harmonious both large and smalL
DEAR .ABBY: I am 25 and J graduate student at
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman read the
Berkeley. A month ago my sister came out here to visit me,
scripture from Psalms 18:1-12
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy David and the thought "This Is My Faand she reported back to my mother that I had lost a lot of
Hopkins of Murray Route Four ther's World". She said this
weight and I looked awful. fI heard this every time I went
are the parents of a baby girl, reminded the group of th •
—13Dme—to Ohio Al-Christmas, allguy weight/sasn't varied-- _
Lisa Michelle, wtiredng-seven iiortance and privilege cif livmore than 5 poands in the last 8 years.I •
pounds twelve ounces, born on ing in Our Father's world.
My_tpother./hen mailed..me 5..pounds of cookies. I just
Tuesday. November 1/1,- at $47 -The--president, Mrs. - 17Ohn
got a letter from her complaining about the $2 postage she
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Workman, read a letter from
had to pay for the cookies, and saying that she had
County Hospital.
the WYE exchange student to
'The new-..father is serving Thailand telling about the food - contracted with an Oakland department store to keep me in a
with the U.S. Army at Fort and customs of that country.
steady supply of cookies. Should I tell my mother that her
Hood, Texas.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, famiefforts are not appreciated?
CRUMBS IN MY BEARD
Grandparents are Mr. a n d ly chairman, read a letter, "Lie
Mrs. Nuel Hopkins, Dodson ing Is For Today". Mrs. BerDEAR CRUMBS: The "crumbs" are not confined only to
Avenue, Murray, and Mr. sod nice Boyd gave the landscape
your beard. Your entire attitude is "crumby." Let the
Mrs. Fred Herndon of Mom notes. Mrs. Bailey Riggins led
cookies come, and if you don't appreciate them, give them to
Route Four.
the recreation which included
someone who will. You won't have to look far.
Great gran&piiints are Mr. questions and answers on
and Mrs. Bonnie Crass of Kirk- Thanksgiving.
DEAR ABBY: Would you please inform teen-age girls
sey. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins Plans were made for t he
-that no decent boy wants to be called by phone or chased by
of Farmington Route Two, and Christmas dinner and exchange
Nuel Bailey of Murray.
a girl, regardless of what he may have told her on the back
ot.gitte to be heldin -the home
• ••
porch last night_ I am the mother of a teen-age boy, and I get
of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman
on December 12 at 11 a.m.
the message from the other end of the line.
Mars is the only other world
Refreshments of sandwiches,
Also, please inform mothers of girls that we, the mothers
known to have seasons.
cookies, and spiced tea were
of boys, appreciate their efforts to provide wives for our
* * *
served by the hostess, Mrs. Outsons, but please, leave the driving to us.
land, assisted by Mrs. Amos
The Mississippi River provides
My complaint, Dear Abby, is that we are trying is rear
Chambers
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
and
New Orleans with 309
our sons to be gentlemen and to respect women. Our method
billion Mrs. Riggins. Other visitort
gallons of water daily.
of dealing with a disrespectful, unappreciative "big
were Mrs. Edgar Morris, Mn
mouthed" son is to sometimes withhold the use of the family
Will Rose, and Mrs. Lee Gingles
car Well, tough luck to us! The girl comes over in her
family car, and off they go!
Mothers of boys can do only so much. The mothers of
daughters have to do the rest. No wonder so many girls get
into trouble They practically wear signs that say, "Here I
am, fellows, car and all. Come and get it" MRS. I. V. H.

"Deox

Bachelor shouldn't
fuss over whispers
By Abigail Van Buren

North Murray Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Ivan Outland

NAME BRAND
FURNITURE

*FLOOR SAMPLES
*DISCONTINUED ITEMS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TIME

DEAR ABBY What great English essayist wrote, "No
man worth having is true to his wife, or can be true to.
his wife, or ever was or ever will be so?"
CURIOUS
DEAR Cl'RlOt'S: Sir John Vanbrugb. an architect and
playwright. I don't know how "great" be was, but he is one
John who spoke only for himself.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Bo: 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
911069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send Si to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. NM,

THURSDAY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

NOVEMBER 20. I

Cordelia Erwin
Circle Meets For
Pledge Service

The Cordelia Erwin Circle cs.L
the Women's Society of Chris.
tian Service of the South Nei.,
sent Grove United Methodi4
Church met Monday, Noven*
her 10, at seven o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Lurene Cooper openect
the meeting by conducting
group singing with Mrs. Olivine
Mrs. Koska Jones of Hazel
Erwin at the piano.
has been a patient at the WestAn inspiring pledge service,
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah
• •••
presented by Mrs. Esther
was
The election of officers for
Thursday, November 20
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne D Davis, 1970 highlighted the monthly Gooch and Mrs. Ola Mae Brame
The Calloway County High Sr., and daughter, Debbie,
Franci‘
and meeting of the Town and Coun- don, assisted by Mrs.
School Band Boosters Club will a friend, Miss Kathy
Metzger, try Homemakers Club, which Erwin, Mrs. Mavis McCamis
meet at the high school at 7:3C of Pana, ill., were the
guests was held on Thursday evening, and Mrs. flee Wisehart.
p.m.
While Mrs. Olivine
f their son, Wayne D. Davis November 6, at the home ef
• ••
Jr., and Mrs. Davis of Murray, Mrs. C. Dale Lemons on Gate* played soft music pledge ca
The Zeta Department of the he past weekend.
were signed and brought to the
borough Circle.
Murray Woman's Club will have
as the president, Mrs. Cla-.
•••
altar
chairman
Mrs. E. C. Wallin,
a breakfast at the Holiday Inn
committee, ra Brandon, read the purposes
nominating
the
of
at seven a.m. Hostesses will he
of the WSCS and closed with a:
proposed the following slate of
Mesdiunes Cecil Farris, Samuel
prayer of dedication.
Preyear:
theltext
Jumpsuits set the pace for the officers for
Dodson, Jr., T. M. Downing, W.
The chairman conducted the,
holiday "outer space" look for sident, Mrs. Kenneth Ramsey; business session with commitC. Elkins, and Stark Erwin.
Charles
Mrs.
vice-president,
•• •
teen-age girls. These are done in
treasurer, tees giving their reports. An- The Kirksey Baptist Church silvery metallics with long, lean Moffett; secretary chant - nouncement was made of the'
craft
Hinds;
WMS will have a mission study lines. Other shimmering Mrs. Charles
sub-district MYF meeting.
Harcourt,
at the church at seven p.m. offerings include twirly or women, Mrs. Jules
Plans were made to box andi
Mrs
and
Hopkins,
Robert
Mrs.
with Rev. David Brasher teach- pleated skirts paired with
send candy to service men for4
unvoted
Members
Fuqua.
ing the book. The public is in- matching little tops in silver, Don
Christmas. A bazaar will be held
to accept this slate.
vited.
gunmetal or black knit. Other animously
the church at the January
at
vice-preMrs. Wallace Ford,
•••
tops range from spare little tanks
meeting to general meeting.
the
called
sident,
Delta Omega Chapter, Kappa to swashbuckling military shirts.
Delicious refreshments were'
order and the devotional was
Delta Pi will meet in Room
* * *
served by Mrs. Imogene PasKline.
James
read by Mrs.
154, Education Building at 6:30
If you're getting your man a Plans were completed for the chall and Mrs. Clovis Brown tc
p.m.
fur or fake fur coat for annual potluck dinner which the eleven members present. e
•••
•••
Christmas, also shop for a hat to
the
Temple Hill Chapter No, 511 match. The furry hats range will be held next month at
Geenens.
Ronald
Order of the Eastern Star will from trooper to diplomat styles, home of Mrs.
Members will exchange small
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
some with visors or in fedora handmade gifts at that time.
p.m.
First there was the sweater
shapes. Fur headgear will be The Jackson Purchase area
•• •
with everything from was the subject of the even- girl, then the sweater era. Andi
worn
The Home Department of the
lumberjack shirts and pea coats ing's informative lesson given now Rosanna introduces the),
Murray Woman's Club will have
supersweater. In between therei
coats, by Mrs. Hinds.
an open meeting at the club to dressy business
are tunic sweaters, vest sweaters,7
business
Fashion
the
Men's
according
to
the
of
close
the
At
house at two p.m. Hostesses
sweaters, dress sweaters,k
coat
exhibited
America.
Association
of
members
meeting
are Mesdames Nix Crawford,
hand-made pants sweaters, skirt sweaters,i,
unusual
many
Goldia Curd, E. W. Riley, MayChristmas gifts while they en- long sweaters, and shortg
nard Ragsdale, J A. Outland,
Homemakers
Club.
joyed refreshments served by sweaters. Ro9anna's cablecoat,g
Ray Buckingham, and F. B.
• ••
the hostesses, Mrs. Lemons and one of the supersweaters, is
Crouch.
either the sweater gone long or„'
The Alpha Department of the Mrs. Kline.
• ••
amwere
itrittfentInnee
ort. Cap'
(bat stopped
'fiffttfay
the
wIlPhavenettribers
The Business and Professional Women's Club will meet at its noon luncheon at the club Mrs. Charles Hinds, Mrs. C with a matching knit beret,_
the Woman-Traub Heiiie at 6F21) house- with Miss Jewel Deane Dale Lemortsrhirs.- James Kline
Ellis, Miss Ann Carr, Miss Mrs. Robert Warren, Mrs. Char
p.m.
Frances Brown, and Mrs. Rolf les Moffett, Mrs. Jack McDo•
•••
"It's. what's _ Q.L1 _top_ tha
hostesses.
nongh, -Mrs -Deltas Pientekchapter-1i of tbe P. E. 0. E. P. King ascounts"
is how Gayle:
•••
Bill
Mrs.
Ramsey,
Mrs. Kenneth
sisterhood will have a luncheon
The Women's Group of St. Pinkston, 'Mrs. John Fortin. Kirkpatrick feels about blouses.:
at the home of Mrs. Hugh Oak
John's Episcopal Church will Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Mrs. C. His first signature collection for.
ley at 12 noon.
sponsor
a holiday bazaar at the W. Jones, Mrs. Z. C. Enix, Mrs Pilot Blouse leads off with at
•••
home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt, Don Fuqua, Mrs. Donald Story, group of supple shapes in
1710 Magnolia Drive, Keene- Mrs. Ronald Geenens, Mrs. Ju- polyester matte jersey colored'
Friday, November 21
land Subdivision, from ten a.m. les Harcourt, Mrs. Philip Wey- "folk rock" bright. Samples: A•
The Magazine Club will meet to three p.m. Many lovely hand
dener, Mrs. Ellis Perry, Mrs. seamed. cowboy shirt, a soft
Jt the home of Mrs. E. S. Fer- made items will be on sale. The
Joseph Hendon, Mrs. E. C. Wal- Indian maiden blouse bowed
guson at 2:30 p.m. Members public is invited to attend.
lin, Mrs. John Bartholomy, Mrs. twice in front and fluid
ote change in date.
• ••
Wallace Ford, and Mrs. Henry overblouses.
•••
The Hi-Y Club of Murray Bannon.
A foreign mission book study High School will sponsor
Guests present were Mrs. H.
on "Sons of Ishmael; How Shall slave day from nine a.m, toa
G. Lawson and Mrs. Bill Price
They Hear" will be taught by five p.m. Phone 753-4395 for
Se.
Mrs. James Bean at the Salem
appointments.
Baptist Church near Lynn
••
The type of turkey and the
Grove at six p.m.
area in which it is raised has no
Monday,
November
24
•••
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority influence on roasting times, says
Open house for all interested will
have a dinner meeting at the American Gas Association.
Mary K cosmetic customer'
the Holiday Inn at seven A.m• The birds are given basically the
Deep Cleats with 2,426
will be held at the home of
•••
same feed formula on all turkey
Mrs. Linda Crouch, 1512 KirkThe Gamma Gamma Chapter farms and are marketed at about
digging, gripping, biting,
wood Drive from ten a.m. to ten of
the Beta Sigma Phi will meet the same ages. The average Tom
p.m. Hostesses are Mrs. Crouch,
clinging edges.
at the Community Center at turkey is 22 weeks old and
Mrs. Sarah King, and Mrs. Irene
seven p.m.
10-12 pound hen turkeys average
Young.
•••
20 weeks at market stage.
•••
The Great Books Discussion stage.
A bake sale will be held in
* *
Group will meet at the Murrayfront of Tripp's Grocery, Lynn
Calloway County Library at Dressing Device
Grove, starting at three p.m., seven
If you make turkey dressing
p.m.
sponsored by the Lynn Grove
the day before Thanksgiving,
• ••
Homemakers Club.
refrigerate it in a covered
Tuesday, November 25
• ••
A special service of the container until you're ready to
Saturday, November 22
WSCS of the First United Me- roast the bird. Before
A singing will be held at the
thodist Church will be held at refrigerating leftover turkey,
Martins Chapel United Metho- the
church educational building remove the cooked dressing and
dist Church at seven p.m. All
store separately. Both prevent
at 7:30 p.m.
singers and listerners are in• ••
spoilage.
vited to attend.
Wednesday, November 26
• ••
* * *
A bake sale will be held in
A bake sale will be held in front
of Belk's starting at eight
front of Tripp's Grocery, Lynn a.m.,
sponsored by Beta Sigma The first post office in the
Grove, starting at nine a.m., Phi.
For special order request! United States opened Nov.
sponsored by the Lynn Grove call
753-8459 by Monday.
1783, in New York City.
YOU GET TRACTION
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Town And Country
omemakers Meet
At Lemons Home
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Plow up a
storm!

The Gulf Viking
Winter Tire

$25.00
Vol ui

a, Gulf Viking Winter Tire
WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE

McCage Home Is
Scene Of Meet
Of New Hope Club

Freight Damaged Articles and
Obsolete Merchandise
so BROYHILL FRENCH PROVINCIAL DINING
ROOM
SUITE
to SOLID OAK SPANISH BEDROOM
SUITE
/00 FUTORIAN EARLY AMERICAN
SOFAS
v0 "DIAMOND HEAD" CONTEMPORARY
BEDROOM
By BROYHILL

Many More High Quality Items

CRASS FURNITURE
SOUTH THIRD STREET

Floor Samples and Freight Damaged
Items- at 40("r of Original Price

The New Hope Homemakers
Club met Monday, November
17, at seven o'clock in the evening ,at the home of Mrs. Robert
McCage, Jr.
Mrs. Michael Miller called
the meeting to order. Mrs.
James Hutson gave the devotion with the theme taken from
Psalms 18:1-2. The roll was
called and minutes were read
by Mrs. Isaac Grogan.
Officers for 1970 were elected
as follows: Mrs. James Hutson
president; Mrs. Michael Miller,
vice-president; Mrs. Isaac Gmgan, sectretary - treasurer.
Lesson sheets were distribut
ed. Mrs. Barletta Wrather gave
the main points on the lesson.
"Housekeeping Management".
Members present were Mrs.
Chesley Wilson, Mrs. Tommy
Parker, Mrs. Glenn Eaker, Mrs.
Hutson, Mrs. McCage, Mrs. Miller, and Mrs Grogan. Visitors
were Mrs. Wrather and Mrs.
Herndon.
-Plans were made for t h e
Christmas potluck dinner to be
held Monday, December 8, at
six p.m. at the Community Center.

To shorten roasting tulle for
turkey, you can bake the
dressing separately in casserole
dishes.

New

York's C.ential
8-10 acres. -

to help keep you moving or
to stop quicker on snow,
slush, ice or wet roads the

THE HAIR SHANTY
HOME
SWEET HOME
59P,.„ AGAIN"

Matoon, Illinois
. will hold a one-day Wig Sale, Saturday, November 22, at the Holiday Inn, Murray,
Ky., 10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. in the Studio Room. Cathy and Don Farmer, Matoon, Ill.,
Wig Specialists, will be on hand all day.
Due to our success this past summer in Murray. we have decided to return for a pre
holiday sale on our wigs. wiglets and falls.

1{K0/04-lifOlt.
hostess can. help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings-and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She Jill bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call Linda Adams
Plisse 753-23711
VP

dry pavement. Change over
today!
AVAILABLE AT THE
FOLLOWING

Prices will include:

DEALERS

2-0Z. WIGLETS
POP UP WIGLETS
NEW DEMI WIG

Regularly $19.95 - NOW 110.50
Regularly $35.00 NOW $25.00
Regularly $49.95 NOW $39.95

— WIGS —
ALL NEW % HAND TIED WIGS
ALL NEW AQUARIUS WIGS, Pre Cut Tapered Neckline
HAND TIED DELUXE STRETCH WIG
SEMI HAND TIED STRETCH WIG
DYNELS, CURLY OR STRAIGHT STRETCH Cif

Regularly $79.95 NOW 159.95
Regularly $59.95 NOW $39.95
Regularly $150 NOW $105.00
Regularly $69.95 NOW 139.95
Regularly $39.95 NOW 125.00

— FALLS —
PETITE FALLS
Regularly $79.95
ALL NEW PAGE BOY FALL
Regularly $79.95
LONG CASCADE FALL
Regularly $89.95
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM. . .
Come see our display and all prices include free styling!
STYLINGON YOUR PRESENT WIGS WELCOMED

NOW 559 95
NOW 159.95
NOW $69.95

COMB REGISTER FOR DRAWING FOR FREE SEMI HAND TIED
STRETCH WIG, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
We will look tor our regular customers and will look forward to seeing new fact-,
Don Farmer is the son of Reverend W. A. Farmet of Murray. Kentucky.
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Give RCA
ColorTV...

39" value!

AUTOMATIC DEVELOPMENT-TIMER tells
you when your picture is ready . . . color in
60 seconds, black and white in seconds. USES
4-SHOT FLASHCUBE with built-in
flashgun.
ELECTRIC EYE and ELECTRONIC SHUTTER
for lust-right" exposure
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Advanced
Automatic
'Locked -in- Fine
Tuning (A F T )
pinpoints the
correct signal
'
automatically.

Colonial styling
..."fiddle-free"
color tuning!

The ORSINI
Model G/01-585
23 Ode , 795 sq in ordure

* Automatic Fine Tuning
* All Maple Cabinet
•Largest Tribekfferde--omcitic—Chroma —
•
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The Most
Colorful
Color
comes from

ONLY

The CAULFIELD
— .—•
-Modeldilld 4521
20' dial.. 227 PP. In. Picture

$419.95
The SCHUYLER
Model GL-62 I
23' Olga , 295 so in p•ctur

Solid State
Color TV
with A.F.T.

Ward & Elkins has the largest stock of Color
TVs in West Kentucky. One to just suit you!
Ward & Elkins has the finest Service Department to back up each sale.
Ward & Elkins doesn't just try harder, they do
more for you.
Ward & Elkins wants your business!

Solid State .
Color TV
with A.F.T.
•one tube rechlier

Trans Vista" TV features
solid state components
for high dependability.
Advanced Automatic
"Locked-in" Fine Tuning
(A.F.T.) Tilt-out control
panel. Come in and
see it soon.

Trans Vista' TV features
solid state components
for high dependability
Advanced Automatic
Locked -in- Fine Tuning
(AFT ) Concealed
casters Come in and
see it soon
The CHATFIELD
Model GM 687
23' dare , 295 so

•
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RCA...breathtaking stereo sound!
FREE when you
buy any RCA
stereo console

ter Tire

Deluxe 5-recprd
set —60 standards
by 10 of your
favorite RCA
recording artists

CTION

LUSIVE

ION

loving or

in snow,

BUDGET
PRICED

Outstanding Value
in Quality RCA
Console Stereo!
Studiomatic 4 -speed
changer plays all records.
Record -protecting Feather
Action tone arm. Solid
state stereo amplifier.
Two 9" oval duo-cone
speakers Separate
volume and tone controls

Only $219"

-oads the
quiet on

Inge over

Computer Crafted
Six-Speaker
Stereo by RCA
Computer Crafted
AM-FM-FM Stereo
tuner is designed for
sensitivity and selectivity
50-watt peak power solid
state amplifier.
Studiomatic 4-speed
changer Six -speaker
sound.

WNW .
RCA Stereo with
Computer Crafted Tuner

4 Speakers, 2 Horns
100 Watt Peak Power

;APPLE..

5
LOR

INNEY

lore

ts

ROS
rI

Th• SS5000 SERIES Stereo Module Ststent Model SS5000

Computer Crafted
Stereo Module
System—from RCA

Luxurious stereo sound
from Computer Crafted radio,
deluxe changer. 4 speakers,
100 watts peak power

•
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Mrs. John Livesay Shrine Club Has
Hostess For Meet Regular Meeting
New Concord Club The Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. John Livesay was hostess Shrine Club held its regular
for the meeting of the New meeting in the home of Mr. and
Concord Homemakers Club held Mrs. William E. Moffett on Sat
on Wednesday, November 12, urday evening, November 15.
A potluck supper was served
at ten o'clock in the morning
preceding the men's business
at her lovely new home.
The lesson on "Preparing meeting, The wives enjoyed a
Foods With Electric Blender" social hour.
was given by Mrs. W. D. McDancing was enjoyed followCuiston. She said it is a "mod- ing the meeting.
ern marvel" as a time saver as
Members and wives present
it chops, grates, crumbs, purees, were Sgt. and Mrs. Frank Giband blends in seconds.
son, Sgt. and Mrs. Claude
Mrs.
McCuiston
prepared Welch, Messrs and Mesdames
chicken and mushroom casse- Freed Cotham, Woodrow Dunn
role, potatoe puff, vegetable sa- Johnny Herndon, Bruce Willad, mayonnaise, and a cheese son, Don Robinson, Joe Dean
dip in a very short time, and Watkins, Milton Jones, Irvin
Mrs. Livesay had delicious re- Carpenter, Boone Hendrickson,
freshments of home baked co- Donald Page, Troy Sheppard,
coanut cake, mints, nuts, punch Edsel Beale, John L Williams
and coffee to serve to the nine and William E. Moffett. Guests
teen members and three visit were Mr. and Mrs. James C
ors, Mrs. Eunice Grubbs, Mrs Williams rand E. T. Heming,
Lenore James, and Mrs. George Provost guard Rizpah Temple,
Dunn.
Madisonville.
•••
The president, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, presided and Mrs
W. T. Kingins gave the devotion. Mrs. T. R. Edwards read
the minutes and gave the tree
surer's report. Mrs. Ruth Weaks
gave the landscape notes.
Eleven members and four visOther members present were
Mesdames G. C. Sigmon, Louise itors answered the roll call with
Patterson,• Loman Bailey, Cur- "What I am Most Thankful For"
tice Cook, Edwin R. Hagan, Ri- at the meeting of the North
chard James, Rainey Lovins, I. Murray Homemakers Club heal
B. Mayfield, Misses Erin Mont- on Friday, November 14, at one
gomery, Beatrice Lock, Mary thirty o'clock in the afternoon
Montgomery, and Maud Nance. at the home of Mrs. Ivan OutThe next meeting will be a land.
The leaders, Mrs. Ivan OutChristmas party held at t h e
Community Center on Wednes- land and Mrs. Rema Cole, pre
day, December 10, at 10:30 sented the lesson on "Coordinating Colors". They gave guides
a.m.
through use of color, pattern,
•••
texture ,and balance for making combinations of rooms harmonious both large and small.
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman read the
scripture from Psalms 18:142
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy David and the thought This Is*FaHopkins of Murray Route Four ther's World". She said this
are the parents of a baby girt, reminded the group of the imLisa Michelle, weighing seven portance and ,privilege of livtwelve-ounces, born-en ,ing hi Our Father's world.
Tuesday, November 18, at 3:17 The _ president,_ Mrs. John
- at the Murray-Galloway Workman, read a letter front
County Hospital.
the IFYE exchange student to
The new father is pervin_g -Thailand telling about-the food
at
Fort
US.
Army
the
with
and customs of that country.
Hood, Texas.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, famiGrandparents are Mr. a n d ly chairman, read a letter, "Liv•
Mrs. Nuel Hopkins, Dodson ing Is For Today". Mrs. BerAvenue, Murray, and Mr. and nice Boyd gave the landscape
Mrs. Fred Herndon of Murray notes. Mrs. Bailey Higgins led
Route Four.
the recreation which included
Great grandparents are Mr. questions and answers on
and Mrs. Bonnie Crass of Kirk- Thanksgiving. .
4)
,
sey, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins Plans were %de for t h e
and
of Farmington Route Two,
Christmas dinner and exchange
.Nuel Bailey of Murray.
oLgitta to be 'held in -tha home
•••
of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman
on December 12 at 11 a.m.
Mars is the only other world
Refreshments of sandwiches,
known to have seasons.
cookies, and spiced tea were
* * *
served by the hostess,
utland, assisted by Mrs. Am s
The Mississippi River provide
Chambers of Detroit, Mich., and
New Orleans with 309 billion
Mrs. Higgins. Other visitors
gallons of water daily.
were Mrs. Edgar Morris, Mrs.
Will Rose, and Mrs. Lee Gingles

North Murray Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Ivan Outland

„Vaunt=

NAME BRAND
FURNITURE
*FLOOR SAMPLES
*DISCONTINUED ITEMS

UP TO

•••r

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

Freight Damaged Articles and
Obsolete Merchandise
so BROYHILL FRENCH PROVINCIAL DINING
ROOM
SUITE
10° SOLID OAK SPANISH BEDROOM SUITE
6.0 FUTORIAN EARLY AMERICAN SOFAS
a40 "DIAMOND HEAD" CONTEMPORARY BEDROOM
By BROYHILL

Many More High Quality Items

CRASS FURNITURE
SOUTH THIRD STREET

—Floor-Samples ancl,..Freight.Damaged. I Items at 40% of Original Price

•••••••

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Cordelia Erwin
Circle Meets For
Pledge Service

The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the Women's Society of Chris
tian Service of the South Plea
sent Grove United Methodist
Church met Monday, Novel*
her 10, at seven o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Lurene Cooper opened
the meeting by conducting
group singing with Mrs. Calving
Mrs. Koska Jones of Hazel
•
Erwin at the piano.
has been a patient at the WestAn inspiring pledge service
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah
• •••
was presented by Mrs. Esther
The election of officers for Gooch and Mrs. Ola Mae Brau.
Thursday. November X
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne D Davis, 1970 highlighted the monthly
Mrs. Francis
The Calloway County Hig Sr., and daughter. Debbie,
and meeting of the Town and Coun don, assisted by
School Band Boosters Club wil a friend, Miss Kathy
Mavis McCamishi.
Metzger, try Homemakers Club, which Erwin, Mrs.
meet at the high school at 7;3C of Pans, Ill., were the guests
and Mrs. flee Wisehart.
was held on Thursday evening,
p.m.
While Mrs. glivine
of their zoo, Wayne D. Davis November 6, at the home of
•••
Jr., and Mrs. Davis of Murray, Mrs. C. Dale Lemons on Gates- played soft music pledge oa
DEAR ABBY: Altho I've never seen my problem in your
The Zeta Department of the he past weekend.
were signed and brought to th
borough Circle.
column, I'm sure other men have had it, too.
Murray Woman's Club will hay
altar
as the president, Mrs. Cla•• •
chairman
Mrs. E. C. Wallin,
a breakfast at the Holiday Inn
I am 41, and a bachelor. Believe me, Abby, I enjoy the
Brandon,
read the purposesra
of the nominating committee, of the WSCS and closed with al
at seven a.m. Hostesses will he
company of women, but it seems that in this day and age any
following slate of
the
proposed
Mesdames Cecil Farris, Samuel
prayer of dedication.
man who is still a bachelor at 40 is immediately suspected of
Jumpsuits set the pace for the officers for the next year: PreDodson, Jr., T. hi. Downing, W.
The chairman conducted the'•
being a homosexual.
Ramsey;
holiday "outer space" look for sident, Mrs. Kenneth
C. Elkins, and Stark Erwin.
session with commitbusiness
Charles
I actually find myself holding hands with my date,
•••
teen-age girls. These are done in vice-president, Mrs.
treasurer, tees giving their reports. Ani
secretary
hugging her, and acting affectionate, even when she doesn't
Moffett;
The Kirksey Baptist Church silvery metallics with long, lean
nouncement was made of the:
Hinds; craft chait
appeal to me in that way, just to let on-lookers know I'm
WMS will have a mission study lines. Other shimmering Mrs. Charles
MYF meeting.
sub-district
Harcourt,
normal and to "reassure" my date. [Many women think if
at the church at seven p.m. offerings include twirly or women, Mrs. Jules
Plans were made to box andi
and Mrs
Hopkins,
Robert
Mrs.
they don't turn a man on, he must be queer.)
with Rev. David Brasher teach- pleated skirts paired with
candy to service men in;
Members voted un- send
ing the book. The public is in- matching little tops in silver, Don Fuqua.
When I go to dinner or to a movie with another man, I
Christmas. A bazaar will be held'
slate.
this
accept
animously to
vited.
gunmetal or black knit. Other
at the church at the January
get all sorts of funny looks. And I've heard people have said
Mrs. Wallace Ford, vice-pre- general meeting.
•••
tops range from spare little tanks
that the only reason I date women is to cover up my
the meeting to
Delta Omega Chapter, Kappa to swashbuckling military shirts. sident, called
Delicious refreshments were::
preference for men.
order and the devotional was
* * *
Delta Pi will meet in Room
served by Mrs. Imogene PasKline.
I have my reasons for not wanting to marry. I like my
James
read by Mrs.
154, Education Building at 6:30
chall and Mrs. Clovis Brown tc
If you're getting your man a
privacy, don't care for the responsibilities of marriage, can't
Plans were completed for the
p.m.
fake fur coat for annual potluck dinner which the eleven members present.
fur
or
stand children, and frankly I am very selfish and would
•••
•••
Christmas, also shop for a hat to
next month at the
make a lousy husband.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 match. The furry hats range will be held
Geenens.
Ronald
So, how does a normal man go about proving to the world
Order of the Eastern Star will from trooper to diplomat styles, home of Mrs.
Members will exchange small
.5
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
that he's not queer?
STRAIGHT MAN
some with visors or in fedora handmade gifts at that time.
p.m.
First there was the sweater
area
headgear
.
will
be
shapes.
Fur
Purchase
Jackson
The
•• •
DEAR STRAIGHT: First, he quits protesting too much.
the sweater era. And;
worn with everything from was the subject of the even- girl, then
Then he doesn't make a phony fuss over women who don't
The Home Department of the
introduces the':
Rosanna
now
given
lumberjack shirts and pea coats ing's informative lesson
Murray Woman's Club will have
turn him on. And lastly, he doesn't give a second thought to
supersweater. In between there;
to dressy business coats, by Mrs. Hinds.
an open meeting at the club
what people say.
tunic sweaters, vest sweaters,t,
according to the Men's Fashion
At the close of the business are
house at two p.m. Hostesses
sweaters, dress sweaters,
coat
exhibited
America.
Association
of
members
meeting
are Mesdames Nix Crawford,
hand-made pants sweaters, skirt sweaters,.
DEAR ABBY: I am 25 and J graduate student at
unusual
many
Goldia Curd, E. W. Riley, MayBerkeley. A month ago my sister came out here to visit me, nard Ragsdale, J A. Outland,
Christmas gifts while they en- long sweaters, and short •
refreshments served by sweaters. Rosanna's cablecoat„;
Homemakers
Club.
joyed
and she reported back to my mother that I had lost a lot of
Ray Buckingham, and F. B.
•••
the hostesses, Mrs. Lemons and one of the supersweaters, is
weight and I looked awful. fl -beard this every time I went
Crouch.
either the sweater gone long ori;
The Alpha Department of the Mrs. Kline.
•• •
home -to Ohio at Christmas, altho my weight hasn't varied
attendance were the coat stopped short. Cap i
Murray
Woman's
in
Club
will
have
Members
The Business and Professionmore thas.2.A pounds jp theiff_t 8 years.1
51.
-Mrs.- C with-e matching knit
air noon itraetetw. ist the cl
itIft—Charles
My mother then mailed me 5 pounds of cookies. I just - al Women'S-Trub * will -ilia at house with Miss Jewel Deene
*
*
*
Lemons, Mrs. James-Kline
Dale
dig
Woman's
Club
House
at 6:22
get-a-letter from her complaining about the $2 postage she
,-Mrst- Char.
WarrenEllis,
Miss
Ann
Carr,
Miss
Irbbert
Mtr.
p.m.
had to pay for the cookies, and saying that she had
Frances Ilstiwn, and Mrs. Rolf les Moffett, Mrs. Jack McDo••• •
"It's what's on top that,
contracted..w1Ch,ah PAPAW department store to keep me in a
nough, Mrs. Dennilt Pionttek
hostesses.
-Chapter M of--the P1-11-4): E. P. KinLas
-eeteirts" --4s -how •
•
•
11111
Rarifsey,'Illi.
Kenneth
steady supply of cookies. Should I tell my mother that her
Mrs.
Sisterhood will have a lunch.=
Kirkpatrick feels about blouses
The Women's Group of St. Pinkston, Mrs. John Fortin,
efforts are not appreciated?
CRUMBS IN MY BEARD
at the home of Mrs. Hugh OakHopkins, Mrs. C His first signature collection for
John's
Episcopal
Church
will
Robert
Mrs.
ley at 12 noon.
DEAR CRUMBS: The "crumbs" are not confined only to
sponsor a holiday bazaar at the W. Jones, Mrs. Z. C. Enix, Mrs Pilot Blouse leads off with a'.
• ••
home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt, Don Fuqua, Mrs. Donald Story, group of supple shapes in'
your beard. Your entire attitude is "crumby." Let the
1710 Magnolia Drive, Keene- Mrs. Ronald Geenens, Mrs, Ju- polyester matte jersey colored
cookies come, and if you don't appreciate them, give them to
Friday, Noyounber 21
land
Subdivision, from ten a.m. les Harcourt, Mrs. Philip Wey- "folk rock" bright. Samples: A
someone who will. You won't have to look far.
The Magazine Club will meet to three p.m. Many lovely hand dener, Mrs. Ellis Perry, Mrs. seamed cowboy shirt, a soft
at the home of Mrs. E. S. Fer- made items will be on sale. The Joseph Hendon, Mrs. E. C. Wal- Indian maiden blouse bowed'guson at 2:30 p.m. Members public is invited to attend.
DEAR ABBY: Would you please inform teen-age girls
lin, Mrs. John Bartholomy, Mrs. twice in front and fluid
rote change in date.
•• •
that no decent boy wants to be called by phone or chased by
Wallace Ford, and Mrs. Henry overblouses.
•••
a girl, regardless of what he may have told her on the back
The Hi-Y Club of Murray Bannon.
A foreign mission book study High School will • Sponsor a
porch last night. I am the mother of a teen-age boy, and I get
Guests present were Mrs. H.
on "Sons of Ishmael: How Shall slave day from nine am. to G. Lawsan and Mrs. Bill Price
the message from the other end of the line.
They Hear" will be taught by five p.m. Phone 753-4395 for
5 ••
Also, please inform mothers of girls that we, the mothers
Mrs. James Bean at the Salem appointments.
of boys, appreciate their efforts to provide wives for our
Baptist Church near Lynn
The type of turkey and the
•••
sons, but please, leave the driving to us.
Grove at six p.m.
area in which it is raised has no
Monday,
November
24
•••
My complaint, Dear Abby, is that we are trying to rear
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority influence on roasting times, says
Open house for all interested will have
our sons to be gentlemen and to respect women. Our method
a dinner meeting at the American Gas Association.
Mary K cosmetic customers the Holiday
of dealing with a disrespectful, unappreciative "big
Inn at seven p m The birds are given basically the
Deep Cleats with 2,426
will be held at the home of
•••
same feed formula on all turkey
mouthed" son is to sometimes withhold the use of the family
Mrs. Linda Crouch, 1512 Kirkfarms
and
are
marketed
The
Gamma
at
about
Gamma
Chapter
digging,
car. Well, tough luck to us! The girl comes over in her
gripping, biting,
wood Drive from ten a.m, to ten of the Beta
Sigma Phi will meet the same ages. The average Tom
family car, and off they go!
p.m. Hostesses are Mrs. Crouch, at the
clinging
edges.
Community Center at turkey is 22 weeks old and
Mothers of boys can do only so much. The mothers of
Mrs. S3rah King, and Mrs. Irene
seven p.m.
10-12 pound hen turkeys average
daughters have to do the rest. No wonder so many girls get
Young.
•••
20
weeks at market stage.
•
•
•
into trouble. They practically wear signs that say, "Here I
The Great Books Discussion stage.
A bake sale will be held in Group
am, fellows, car and all. Come and get it!" MRS. I. V H.
* * *
will meet at the Murrayfront of Tripp's Grocery, Lynn
Calloway County Library at Dressing Device
Grove, starting at three p.m., seven p.m.
If you make turkey dressing
DEAR ABBY: What great English essayist wrote, "No
sponsored by the Lynn Grove
the day before Thanksgiving,
•• •
man worth having is true to his wife, or can be true to
Homemakers Club.
refrigerate it in a covered
Tuesday, November 25
•••
his wife, or ever was or ever will be so?"
CURIOUS
A special service of the container until you're ready to
Saturday', Novombor 22
WSCS of the First United Me- roast the bird. Before
DEAR CURIOUS: Sir John Vanbrugh, an architect and
A singing will be held at the
thodist Church will be held at refrigerating leftover turkey,
playwright. I don't know how "great" he was, but he is one
Martins Chapel United Metho- the church
educational building semove the cooked dressing and
John who spoke only for himself.
dist Church at seven p.m. All at
store separately. Both prevent
7:30 p.m.
singers and listerners are in• ••
poilage.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
vited to attend.
Wednesday, November 26
•••
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal
* * *
A bake sale will be held in
90019. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
A bake sale will be held in front of Belk's
starting at eight
envelope.
front of Tripp's Grocery, Lynn a.m., sponsored by Beta
The first post office in the
Sigra
Grove, starting at nine a.m., Phi. For special order
Tire
request United States opened Nov. 28,
sponsored by the Lynn Grove call 753-8459 by Monday.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
1783, in New York City.
YOU GET TRACTION
send ft to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069.
WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE
To shorten roasting time for
TREAD DESIGN
turkey, you can bake the
dressing separately in casserole
to help keep you moving or
dishes.
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fuss over whispers
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By Abigail Van Buren
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Free
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Free F

Plow up a
storm!

The Gulf Viking
Winter Tire

$25.00 I

Valuc

Cult Viking'Winter

McCage Home Is
Scene Of Meet
Of New Hope Club

OFF

NOVEMBER 20, l96

THURSDAY

The New Hope Homemakers
Club met Monday. November
17, at seven o'clock in the evening at the home of Mrs. Robert
McCage, Jr.
Mrs. Michael Miller called
the meeting to order. Mrs.
James Hutson gave the devotion with the theme taken from
Psalms 18:1-2. The roll was
called and minutes were read
by Mrs. Isaac Grogan.
Officers for 1970 were elected
as follows: Mrs. James Hutson
president; Mrs. Michael Miller,
vice-president; Mrs. Isaac Grogan. sectretary - treasurer.
Lesson sheets were distribut
ed. Mrs. Barletta Wrather gave
the main points on the lesson.
"Housekeeping Management".
Members present were Mrs.
Chesley Wilson, Mrs. Tommy
Parker, Mrs. Glenn Eaker, Mrs.
Hutson, Mrs. McCage, Mrs. Miller, and Mrs Grogan. Visitors
were Mrs. Wrather and Mrs.
Herndon.
Plans were made for t h e
Christmas potluck dinner to be
held Monday. December 8, at
six p.m. at the Community Center.

WIttEAtE

- -5asarmanNegosorszarimar

New York's Central
Part,
corer. 8-40 acres,

slush, ice or wet roads the

THE HAIR SHANTY

RCI

safe Viking runs quiet on
Matoon, Illinois
... will hold a one-day Wig Sale, Saturday, November 22, at the Holiday Inn, Murray,
Ky., 10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. in the Studio Room. Cathy and Don Farmer, Matoon, Ill.,
Wig Specialists, will be on hand all day.
Due to our success this past summer in Murray. we have decided to return for a pre
holida!, sale on our wigs. wiglets and falls.

HOME
SWEET HOME
AGAIN
The

hostess can. help you
the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She Al bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
over

• da
Call lain

2-0Z. WIGLETS
POP UP WIGLETS
NEW DEMI WIG

Regularly $19.95
Regularly $35.00
Regularly $49.95

— WIGS —
ALL NEW 3/4 HAND TIED WIGS
A .L NEW AQUARIUS WIGS, Pre Cut Tapered Neckline
HAND TIED DELUXE STRETCH WIG
SEMI HAND TIED STRETCH WIG
DYNELS, CURLY OR STRAIGHT STRETCH CV

Regularly $79.95 NOW $59.95
Regularly $59.95 NOW $39.95
Regularly $150 NOW $105.00
Regularly $69.95 NOW $39.95
Regularly $39.95 NOW $25.00

PETITE FALLS
Regularly ;79.95
ALL NEW PAGE BOY FALL
_Regularly $79.95
LONG CASCADE FALL
Regularly $89.95
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM. . .
Come see our display and all prices include free styling!
STYLING ON YOUR PRESENT WIGS WELCOMED

Phone 753-2378

The Most
maw,
in the World•

f

• dih•ir%
• ••

1311115..-

AVAILABLE AT THE

NOW $10.50
NOW $25.00
NOW $39.95

— FALLS

Adams

today!

DEALERS

Prices will include:

eirthok.

dry pavement. Change over

FOLLOWING

25% OFF ALL REGULAR PRICES

•••
,-XIMIN.10•15•5

to stop quicker on snow,

NOW $59.95
NOW $59.95
NOW $6995

COME REGISTER FOR DRAWING FOR FREE SEMI HAND TIED
STRAIGH„...WM„liaPU_KMASsidECLASARY__,-.4-

We will look for our regular customers and will look forward to seeing new faces
Don Farmer is the son of Reverend W. A. Farmer ,of Murray, Kentucky.
411imnsim,

WILSON & HOLSAPPLE „
Hazel
TROTTERS
641 South
CAIN & TAYLOR
6th At Main
LASSITER-McKINNEY
9th & Sycamore
CLIFFORDs

_Five .EskiZt75....LOVETT BROS.
4th & Elm
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Give RCA
ColorTV...

AUTOMATiC DEVELOPMENT-TIMER tells
you when your picture is ready . . color in
60 seconds, black and white in seconds.
USES
4-SHOT FLASHCUBE with built-in
flashgun.
ELECTRIC EYE and ELECTRONIC SHUTTER
for -just-right" exposure.

539" value!

watch Christmas
light up their eyes!

ents were
gene Pas- i
i Brown tr. ,
present.
Color console
with fiddle-free
fine tuning!
he sweater:
r era. And,.
duces the,
Keen there,
i- t sweaters,
sweaters,1
sweaters,
ind short cablecoat,:;
weaters, is(
ine long ori,
ort. Cap it:

Advanced
Automatic
- Locked-in" Fine
Tuning (A.F.T )
pinpoints the
correct signal
automatically.

Colonial styling
..."fiddle-free"
color tuning!

Tbe ORSINI
Model GM,565
23
.thee , 295 so In plctu••

* Automatic Fine Tuning
* All Maple Cabinet
* Largest Tube4lade
* Automatic Chroma

pa

1 2,426
biting,

acing
ire

picture

D
Ul
ki.. F.i.25
1 E27LIep.
oo
.edpa
CilA
eGp
2m
Tp

top that4
w ut blouses.
Ilection for•
pff with al:
shapes in
ey colored
iamples: A
rt, a soft
Jse bowed
and fluid

ID.

$419.95
Use Our Christmas
Lay A Way "

The SCHUYLER
Mod•I GL.621
23* thee , 295 so on P.,Ure

Solid State
Color TV
with A.F.T.
•one tub* rectal.,

Trans Vista' TV features
solid state components
for high dependability.
Advanced Automatic
"Locked-in" Fine Tuning 4,
(AFT.), Tilt-out control •
*
panel. Come in and
•
•
see it soon

Ward & Elkins has the largest stock of Color
TVs in West Kentucky. One to just suit you!
Ward & Elkins has the finest Service Department to back up each sale.
Ward'& Elkins doesn't just try harder, they do
more for you.
Ward & Elkins wants your business!

• Solid State
Color TV
; with A.F.T.
• •one tube rectit.,
• Trans Vista TV features
•

•
•
g••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*****•••••••••••••••••••

solid state components
for high dependability
Advanced Automatic
Locked -in" Fine Tuning
(A F T ) Concealed
casters Come in and
see it soon
The CHATFIELD
Model GM 687
23' Oleg . 295 so. In pocture

RCA...breathtaking stereo sound!
FREE when you
buy any RCA
stereo console

ter Tire

Deluxe 5-record
set-60 standards
by 10 of your
favorite RCA
recording artists

:TION

-US I VE
GN

loving or

in snow,

Outstanding Value
in Quality RCA
Console Stereo!
Studiomatic 4-speed
changer plays all records.
Record -protecting Feather
Action tone arm. Solid
state stereo amplifier.
Two 9" oval duo-cone
speakers Separate
volume and tone controls.

oads the
quiet on

,nge over

Computer Crafted
Six-Speaker
Stereo by RCA

" THE

Computer Crafted
AM -FM -FM Stereo
tuner is designed for
sensitivity and selectivity.
50-watt peak power solid
state amplifier.
Studiomatic 4-speed
changer. Six-speaker
sound.

If

RCA Stereo with
Computer Crafted Tuner

4 Speakers, 2 Horns
100 Watt Peak Power

APPLE

5
LOR

INNEY
lore

Is

ROS

the SS5000 SERIES Stereo,eirtdule System Model SS5000

Computer Crafted
Stereo Module
System—from RCA

Luxurious stereo sound
from Computer Crafted radio.
deluxe changer. 4 speakers,
100 watts peak power

FACIE t
-
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Shortage of doctors Washington
plagues Mid-East
Window

TIMES —

&

ddegates were quite dedicated
and serious about journalism.
But they had difficulty maltilt
themselves heard at times.
At one sessice, a theor
seminar dealing win the
called underground press, pne
speaker in a moment of
(the one who'd just
released from jail on the
desecration charge thanks
gel), to efforts by Sigma
Chi officers) hurled a glass
filled with ice at the working
press table. The sole occupant
at the time was 70-year-eld
Luther Houston, covering to
convention for Editor & Pub.
Usher magazine. The glass bit
the wall just over his head but
he miraculously escaped being
badly cut by the flying glass.

ALEXANDRIA, L.A.R, sing since many foreign-trained
(UPI) — The Middle' East i doctors are virtually lost to their
critically short of doctors, ac own countries," he said. This
By MERRIMAN SMITH
cording to a top official of the outflow of medical men is actuUPI White House Reporter
‘Iiirld
Health
Organization ally reaching critical proportions
and it is bound to increase in
(NHO).
WASHINGTON (UP
Dur1)r. A. H. Taba, WHO's re- the years ahead unless appro- ing last week's Washington
gional director for the Eastern priate action is taken by the antiwar demonstrations, this
Mediterranean, said great strides countries concerned."
reporter was engaged in
Taba said that since WHO something of a confrontation
in the last 20 years had reduced
the average doctor-patient ratio began operating in the region himself— many miles away.
in the area from one doctor for 20 years ago, medical schools
The occasion was the 60th
every 10,000 inhabitants to one had increased in number from annual national convention at
doctor for every 4,500 inha- 12 to 38. They turn out 3,200 San Diego, Calif., of Sigma
doctors *-yeas., But hesaid 60 Delta Chi, the psofessional and
bitants.
schools are needed- to student journalistic society.
"Such progress does not afAt one "rap" session,tifi hip
One came away with a
ford any lesaenging of efforts," make up the shortage of docterm for group discussion
he said. "Most Eastern Mediter- tors, and 160 should be built feeling of having learned a good
involving students, this reporter
ranean countries are still in dire to cover the predicted doub- deal from the "rap" sessions
stood
from about 10:30 or 11
need of medical men. The short- ling of the population by the with students who were there
from Hawaii to Maine— young p.m. until after 3 a.m. encircled
age of qualified nurses is just year 2,000.
by students who wanted to talk.
He said one of the WHO- men and women who will be
as critical in most countries, the
One black student editor did
newspapers
running
the
sponsored
and
programs in the reratios varying from 1,000 to
most of the talking, shouting
20,000 inhabitants per nurse." gion had been a campaign a- broadcast outlets of information
down other student editors
The region covers 22 coun- gainst malaria that had helped within a very few years.
;their number ranged from 20
tries from
Afghanistan to protect an estimated 18 mil- The convention in some ways to 30) except for one
boy whom
Tunisia with a population of lion persons against the fever. resembled the incredibly mas- the
black student dismissed as
sive turnout of war protesters
quarter of a billion.
In Washington. The undergra- a racist because, as near as
Taba advocated more medical
* * *
duate delegates at San Diego one could tell, the white youth
witliin the region as the
were there from Maine to disagreed with the black.
.answer, rather than training
This started out as a career
Ducks have flattened beaks Hawaii. There were at San
oierseas because doctors often
for shoveling their food from Diego, too, the inevitable, anti- guidance conference, but it
staved abroad once they had muddy streams or lake bottoms. establishment radicals—and one dissolved rather quickly into a
* * *
left their'own country.
got arrested for flag desecra- highly emotional one-way denunciation of society as it now
"Education abroad is increasMars is the only other world tion.
ingly regarded as a mixed blest known to have seasons.
By and large the young
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TODAY'S HIGH—COST-Of WING—

Swabs

Johnson's Baby Lotion
... with hexachlorophene
for baby skin care.

tale
• fah'

III
III
III

21
Tablets
$1 Value

Made especially for
children ...5 fresh
fruit flavors!

580

38(t

MICRIN
'Oral
•
e
Antiseptic
Protection
from bad breath
$1.19 Value

11

HI

COMPARE SAV-RITE'S DISCOUHT PRICES ON HAND LOTIONS
, Corn Huskers Lotion $1.09 Value
95t Value
Medicated Dermassage
Soothes the roughest skin!
0
Used in over 4.000 hospItals.

6 oz.

III
III
III
He
1111
Ill

38'

Total Discount Prices On Pain. Cold and Allergy Relievers!
98t
Congestai
Anahist Tablets for Fast Relief
2 for $1

$1 09 Value

Instant medicated vapor.

66c

Anahist Cough Syrup

660

It's non-alcoholic.

USTERINE

$1.29 Value

Anahist Spray

TOOL,•••••••••”

Dial controlled.

Save On tb!t.

lie'ms

Breck Set

Lotion
Shampoo
the conditioner
shampoo.
$1.15 Value

Setting
Lotion
Extra body
for firm hold.
$1.19 Value

78o

$1.15
Value

II

pãifitiict--

If you want to know the details about the tax and

express your own views regarding it, be sure to attend this
meeting. The results of the Council vote will affect you,
your city, and

to be your last opportunity to advise your City Govern-

tax.

Listerine Lozenges
Reg.. Lemon. Orange
69a ea.
Value

Gets dentures cleaner.
faster without brushing.
58ft 2Value •
oz.

Powder . . holds dental
plates so much more firm.
It ff 04. 2Value JO or.

This call is for everyone because everyone will be

affected . . . no matter how humble or important your
job. Housewives, clerks, secretaries, mechanics, auto dealers,

III
Ill

, ULTRA BRITE
oz

station attendents, government

employees,

professional people and self-employed people . . . just
any person employed in the city of Murray. We urge you

!I!

EXTRA STRENGTH TOOTH PASTE
Brightens breath as it brighbrls
$109 Value
teeth. 6.75 oz.

69c Value. 3f-oz
El 98 Value, I5-oz.

service

1MAIIT
I IS

78.

your posterity from now on. This appears

ment of your thinking about the payroll and occupational

fifio

Fasteeth
Denture Adhesive

10111E

f

Value

Kleenite
Denture Cleaner

for Dry, Normal and
Oily Hair

Ill
III
Sli

to attend the meeting and bring your neighbor with
you.

!I!
NI

PAY M 1?
111 11,11AL IIISLOIINT NHILLS ON ALL PRESIRINTIONS
. . . WEll QUOTE IOU PRICES!

1!

Yes! W.. Fill Medicaid Prescriptions!

II
II

SAT.
1-6 SUNDAYS

9-9 MON. -

I!
n••

••••

.0•11.

[SAVitiee

assile MIMI MOM imr•eme mom 111811=11
•
•

MID=

1
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•••••

•••1.•
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3:30 Mist
4:00 Sesai
5:00 Wint
Ali
5:30 What
6:00 The
Sun
7:00 Pres.
7:30 Booi
8:00 Fret
Pot
8:30 PAN
tor:

ceive a salary in Murray cr6;m-a business inik4urr-a'y Will

* Dental Needs Discount Priced *

Creme

Lustre

tax

and the 1970 budget for the City will come before the City

2 F°. $1

1
a rt.

8oz. size

3:30 Mist
4:00 Sesai
5:00 Win(
Your H
5:30 Mist(
cia
6:30 Hall
7:00 On B
8:00 NET

I.

Get

79c ea. value

TUESDAY

III

711°

I I

3:30 Mist
4:00 Sesa.
):00 Wino
Child
5:25 Agri
to i
5:30 What
6:00 The
7:00 Wonl
8:00 Blacl

!I,

78'

CALM

MONDAY.

Ill

III
hi
..

SPRAY POWER
Anti perspirant
Super Dry
5 oz.
$1.19 Value

Pr
Week of
W KMU,

^

Ill
lii

III

ANIMAL SHAPED
Multiple Vitamins

The proposed payroll and occupational license

Council of Murray next Tuesday night, November 25th

$1.15 Value

9 oz.

KEN T1

WEDNESI

at 7:30 P.M. at the City Hall. Every one of _au who re-

SAVE UP TO 5011c!! GET TOTAL DUSCOUNT
PRICES —
* ValL. For The Young Ones *
Save On Family Items
Johnson's Baby Shampoo $1.19 Value
Johnson IL Johnson
59e Value

To All Citizens Of Murray
tc and Calloway County, Who Work ;1
In Murray

Ill

11S1111 IT WC RUBIS

New 88 Double Tipped

1 ANNOUNCEMENT

•

SAVE AT .1A14114, AND FIGHT
78
'

THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 20. 19ed

I•

Ill

No more tears . . Baby
will love it! 7 oz.

NIUKRAy , KENTUCKY

iii
NI
III
511
NI

!!
rat
kis IN
I.

BE L -APIRH753-83
SHOPPIN
04
G CENTER
•4•10 =ID•an
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IND IM•mm.
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Merchants Steering Committee
Bradburn Hale, Treas.

STAYS
Brown
stay a
Cindy
arguin
he sho
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Educational
Television
Schedule
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION
Program Listings
Week of November 24, 1969
WKMU, Channel 21, Murray
MONDAY—NovembeCa
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
j:00 Window to the Classroom:
Children of Other Lands
5:25 Agriculture Extension: How
to carve a Turkey
5:30 What's New
6:00 The Advocates
7:00 World Press
8:00 Black Journal
TUESDAY---November 25
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Your Heritage-United Nations
5:30 Misterogers' Nighttime Special
6:30 Hollis Summers
7:00 On Being Black
8:00 NET Festival: Cappelia

S—

TI

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

education program is
ged t° Scouting is popular
THURSDA Y —Novara her 27
attend.
in the Philippines
that
It should be unders
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
MANILA (UPI) — The
the aim of such a program is st4:00 Sesame Street
Philippines has the second larrictly preventive in nature.
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
gest Boy Scout organization in
Those attending the flst
American History
the
world, next only to the
Calloway
The
county
Drug
Edssion
were;
Arlie
Scott,
5:25 Agriculture Extension: PesUnited States.
ucation Committee met on Tues- A. Tuner, John H. K
The m4481
ticides
Boy Scout- membership taiMs
day November 11 in the conferen- Joseph L. Rose of the
5:30 Misterogers' NighttimeSpe700.000.
ce room of the Murray Calloway club, Barletta Wrather
The United States
cial
County Hospital.
Home Agent Extension, E. L. has 5 million.
6:30 Your Dollar's Worth
Willard Ails, chairman of this Kolb, M. D. the Murray State
* •
7:30 NET Playhouse: Story Theacommittee conducted the meeting University student health PO'
tre
explaining the purpose for the siatan, Col. Eff Bircison tom
Thomas Jefferson refused to
committee and how it was orig- the Rotary Club, Eli Al
proclaim Thanksgiving, denouncFREDA y—November 28
inally formed.
1, ingit as a "monarchial practice."
principal of Murray High
The committee will educate Melissa Easley and Kar WILY* * *
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
its members to teach the pub- berry, of the Murray
ental
4:00 Sign-Off.
-ts
lic the effects of drugs and drug Health Center, Mrs. Don Elder
Wisconsin has more mike of
usage. It is planned that any of the Murray Woman's Club, approved snowmobile trails and
club, P.T.A. or other organizat- Van Waugh from the
than
of
Interstate
ray roads
Stonewall Jackson was a ion will contact this committee Jaycees James
Wi- I ighway
Overbey
Presbyterian deacon in civilian for a program on drug mis-use. lliam Porter
of the Cout 11 on
life.
Different types of programs will Alcoholism, Fred Morton" of the
* * *
be worked out for different needs. United Campus Ministry, MurraY Is your home SAFE?
The committee will meet again State University, E. D. Roberts,
Seventy-five per cent of a
dollar bill is composed of cotton, Tuesday November 18, at 7:00 M.D. from the Calloway County
says the National Geographic. P.M. in the conference room of Medical Society, and Mrs. E. D.
the Murray Calloway County Hos- Roberts from the CallowItY CoCP
pital. The committee will con- unty Medical Auxiliary, Day BroIs an approvird,
cern itself at this time with the ck, assistant coordinator tr alput:sure-typo
learning of drugs that are targets coholism and volunteer prograhand fire •xtinguishor
of abuse and their effects on the ms, and Willard Ails, pharmakftpt on •ach floor?
body and on society. Anyone in- cist at the Murray Calloway
terested in helping in the drug County Hospital.

THURSDAY -- NOVEMBER 20. 1969

Calloway County
Drug Committee
Meets Last Week

(il

i

"IT WAS NO CHURCH BAZAAR," said one policeman of this gambling equipment being confiscated from the St. Callistus Catholic Church in Garden Grove, Calif. They confiscated
four regulation-size dice tables, several blackjack tables and chuck-a-luck devices.

FOR
YOUR

WEDNESDAY—November 26
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
All Aboard for Music
5:30 What's New
6:00 The Forsyte Saga: Indian
Summer of a Forsyte
7:00 President's Men
7:30 Book Beat: Irving Wallace
8:00 French Chet More About
Potatoes
8:30 PANMED-Medical Laboratory

&

OKINAWA on his mind, Japan's Premier Eisaku Sato
looks optimistic in Washington. He went there to talk
about the island's future. It
is scheduled to be returned
to Japan in 1971, but there
is a question about U.S. nuclear installations there.

%Mb..

JEllO
? f
TURKEYS

OWEN'S BEST
AA FANCY

,
. STEAK
SIRLOIN

lb.

FANCY BAKING

HENS
(;.•

lb

49,

OT.39C 2r29'
GREEN
BEANS
27
Ple

GND BEEF

JUMBO

and Get One

FREE!
HYDE PARK

HOT PIT BAR-B-0
BAR-B-0 BAKED HAM
OVEN ROASTED CORNED BEEF
HOME MADE POTATO SALAD
HOME MADE MACARONI SALAD
FRESH HOME MADE SLAW
IMPORTED SWISS CHEESE
CHICKEN SALAD
PEPPERED BEEF

HYDE PARK

PURE
VEGETABLE

PEANUT
BUTTER

SHORTENING

3 '?can 69c
VEGETABLE OIL

1801.
JAR
HYde Park Pure

49c
4b8°tize

OWEN'S Food Market is located

ON WEST MAIN STREET, MURRAY, KY. .
Just Across From SANDERS - PURDOM MOTOR SALES

THE LASTING WORD
IN BATTERIES
The New, All Powerful Gulf
Power Crest 48
Available At The Following
Dealers
WILSON & HOLSAPPLE
Hazel

LASSITER-McKINNEY
9th & Sycamore

CLIFFORDS
Five Points
LOVETT BROS.
4th & Elm

TROTTERS
641 South

CAIN .1 TAYLOR
6th & Main

FOOD
OPEN lam
to 8pm

CAT FOOD

fur/
15C

Buy one at reg. price

OWEN'S
FINEST I

GRAPE JELLY

HYDE PARK

Cherry, Apple, Blackberry or Lemon

Brown, 35, wears a dunce cap (whoever lettered it SHOULD
stay after school) as he sits in detention with stepdaughter
Cindy Linville, 13, in Cleveland. She got three detentions for
arguing with another girl and missing a class, and he said
he should serve them with her because she was following his
instructions in the disagreement.

FRISKIES

29C 2,„,g25c
BISCUITS 6
TERI
TOWELS 39c

Cans

DELICATESSEN DEPT1

BAMA

jar

".•4

16 oz

FILLING

•

18 oz.

DOUBLE LUCK

STAYS "AFTER SCHOOL" WITH STEPDAUGHTER — George

STEAK_

OWEN'S BEST

CAMPBELL'S
CHICKEN
NOODLE SOUP4

SALAD
DRESSING

ROUND

GRADE 'A'• FANCY
HEN 10-14 lb.
avg.

99-c

HYDE PARK

OWEN'S BEST
AA FANCY

THE BEST FOOD]
BUYS ARE AT

i

OWEN'S
US No. 1 RED

POTATOES 10 49'
SWEET
HOME GROWN
gc
POTATOES
FANCY

CELERY

2 29'

Noth'Ing Different
JUST A LITTLE BIT

BETTER
MARKET
OPEN SUNDAY
FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE
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13th District Kentucky Nursing
Association Has Dinner Meeting

Community Hospital.
There were 3 directors
elected:
Mary Criswell - Mayfield Public Health Nursing
Vtrginia Harmyer - Murray Instructor M.S.U.
Maraarierennington - Fulton
- Director of Nursing Hawes
Mem.
Three new members were
elected to the Nominating
Committee: Lucille Ross Murray - School nurse for
Murray school system.
Grace Robbins - Murray Director of Nursing Murray
Convalescent Center

On Thursday Nov. 13, 1969,
the 13th district of K.N.A. held
ha regular meeting to coincide
with the annual meeting. After
dinner at the Merit Convention
ye. Hall the meeting was opened by
Outgoing President, Imogene
Thurmon of Murray.
There was an unanimous vote
to not read minutes of last
meeting but to have a report
from the secretary for the
annual meeting. The secretary
stated we now have 65 members
In the 13th district, the most
ever in our district with credit
being awarded to Nadine Turner
of Murray who was chairman of
Ella Mae Lee - Mayfield the membership committee.
Then followed a report by Employed by Community
each committee of its year's Hospital.
activity. It was pointed out that
President Thurmond then
the By-laws-committee had been turned the gavel over to
very active in it's revision of the President Miriam Martin and the
by-laws. There was a brief meeting was adjourned.
discussion on legislation and thc
problems of communication of
laws to district levels.
Each member that attended
state convention gave her versiorr
of what took place during
convention. Ruth Cole, Director
of student nurses, from Murray
State University stated that the
most controversial and
professional aspect of nursing.
--Then-the election of officers
for the coming year took place
- The foliate ing were elected:
President - Miriam Martin
formerly of Colorado, and
Instructor with Murray State
University.
President Elect - which was
voted into by laws this year, and
will automatically take office at
the end of each annual meeting,
was Jo Strong of Mayfield, who
is employed by Fuller Gilliam
Hospital.
Treasurer - Jane Page -- of
Mayfield, who is employed by
COVERAGE SLIPS
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI).-News coverage of the I
Apollo moon exploration program has slipped. The space
agency reported Monday 1,573
domestic
and 388 foreign
writers and photographers registered fei cover the Apollo 12
mission, compared with 2,516
domestie and 812 foreign
newsmen for the Apollo 11, the
first manned lunar landing in
July.

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Industrial
Access Roads
Are Scrutinized

tamer Plant and the Chrysler
kutemp Plant in Warren Co.
unty; the Tech-Panel CorporaIn Washington County and
oe Roper Corporation in Whitley County.
Department policy on the acoess roads is that, within the
limits of funds available for this
purpose, the Department will coBy Bruce Hadley
operate in constructing or tonDepartment o proving access roads to indusKentucky's
Highways is building $660,000 trial plants, subject to the follworth of industrial access roa- owing:
ds during the current fiscal year. - Before the Department will
The roads will serve 21 of the accrove any project, there must
70 industries now building facil- be a definite assurance given by
the Department of Commerce
ities in the state.
These include approaches to that the new plant will be built.
the Swift & Company Cheese - The length of the project
Plant and the R. R. Donnelly must be feasible as well as
Company in Barren County; the reasonable and the cost justPhelps- Dodge Aluminum Com- ified on a cost-benefit ratio.
pany In Carroll County; the In- - The necessary rights of way
Driver brake test
dustrial Supply Company and will be furnished without cost or
KYOTO, Japan (UPI) - Kentucky Department of Health obligation to the Department of
Automobile drivers in Kyoto In Franklin County; the Consoli- Highways whenever possible.
prefecture are required by law dated Novelty Company Plant and - If approved, access roads
to stop at the top of a long the Mayfield Industrial Park in will be built only from the nearslope and test their brakes be- Graves County; the Leitchfield est highway to the property line
fore proceeding downhill.
Industrial Park and the Send of the company, When possible
Company and Vermont Ameri- existing roads will be improved
* * *
can Corporation in Grayson Co- rather than new roads built.
Parishioners don't dig
unty; the Ashland Oil Company -No roads will be built that
Executive Headquarters in Gr- will serve solely as private drioff-beat organist
eenup County; the Radcliffe In- veways on plant property, No
CHERTSEY, England (UPI). dustrial Park in Hardin County; parking lots are to be built.
Giles
Hewlett-Cooper,
who the American Standard Plant in -No project is to be given
wears blue jeans and has shoul- Johnson County; the Erlanger. final approval prior to authorder-length hair, quit as organist Crescent Springs Road in Ken- ization by the Commissioner of
of St. Peter's Church because ton County; the E. R. Carpen- Highways. No other person is aumiddle-aged parishioners told ter Company and the Russell- thorized to make a commitment
him his music was too off-beat. ville-Logan County Airport in for the Department of Highways.
Logan County; the Okonitte Pla- In addition to the access roads,
Bob Fitzsimmons fought pro- nt in Madison County; the Bar- Kentucky is supplying industry
fessionally until he was 52 years dstown Bloomfield Road in Nel- with major highway arteries that
son County; the Corrugated Con- put two-thirds of the nation's
old.
pmulation within a day's drive
by truck.
There are more thaii 25,003
miles of state - maintained roads in the Commonwealth. InterPTA is right for the time.
of high school boys. When nei- state mileage to date is 516J
the principal nor the juve- miles and will increase to 576,7
. As the PTA approaches its ther
nile court could solve the prob- by December 31.
seventy-third Membership En- lem.
PTA members formed an
rollment in October. the nationOpening up the eastern mounwide organization focuses on action committee to investigate tain region will be 577.7 miles of
the situation. As a result of
thtsproblems of today . prob- their
ttaiseololecuel divide the - was efforts, the gat_rinatkripty highways on the Appalachian De,s informed and
veldignetil
dl"difih
x - miles are open„
tia
nded
juvenile
Action-onted
court
-services....
six.rAft
The
state
inter
and
-Appalachian
the country continue to channel
• When bands of non-stu- systems are being augmented
their energies into united, effective programs in their schools dents bent on violence began by construction of four new parkanel.--eommunitiim They will rnrUj.ngehuut.a.-Caltfocuie-hieli ways welch will bring the state's
continue to share in a giant ef- school campus. the principal
fort to fight any inadequacy, in- called the PTA for help. Par- toll facilities mileage to 629.1.
When the systems are compleequity, or failure of society ents were on the campus almost
which limits the opportunities immediately and remained te, only three of Kentucky's 120
there until there was nu-further counties will be more than one
of children.
possibility of violence,
Turning concern into positive
county removed from a major
ufli positive examples of Interstate, Appalachian or parkaction is traditional in PTA.
and it is reflected in the efforts personal interest and involveof local PTA's across the nation. ment at the local level clearls way route.
demonstrate the flexibility and
• More than 80 members of (-fleet iveness of the Modern
There are an eitimated 5.7
‘i PTA council in New Yort. PTA in action.
state have given hundreds of
"Whin' We invite people to Lbillion tons of sal;, in Great Salt
hours of their time in special join the PTA. we after
Take,
tutoring sessions. The Volun- a share in continuing coiasbs'usp
teers have worked to help bring tive efforts to build a Peeler
the reading level of underprivi- America for all children.- saviit
leged children up to that of Mrs. Leon S. Price. of Dallami
Tex.. National PTA president.
their classmates.
"With so much at stake to lay,
• In Minnesota,a junior high the time for action is now .
school PTA sponsored a series and PTA is right for the time."
of programs to educate parents
Membership in the PTA is
about drug abuse. Films, law through
the local unit 'local
enforcement officials, counsel- PTA). which
is usually orors, and even drug addicts were ganized in
a school, and is open
featured in the unit's series.
to all persons interested in the
welfare of children and youth.
• Members of an Oregon Nominal dues include memberunit became alarmed by the in- ship in the local, state, and nacreasingly serious misbehavior tional organizations.
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his
first cigarette
may be

A
MATTER
OF LIFE
OR DEATH
Nat'
I PTA's smoking and
Health Project ha- distributed
milliiins of these brochures to
American families. One of
loans programs concerned aith
the uelfare of children, the
project aim, to make theirs a
"smokeless generation-.
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COST OF
MEDICAL CARE
UP 25'.

COST OF
WOMEN S CLOTHES
UP 3%

COST OF
MOUSING
UP 4%

SIMPLIFIED COLOR CONTROL
COST OF
SIRLOIN STEAK
UP II 7%
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Research Links Nagging
And High Blood Pressure
BY ROBERT

smom

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI): For decades researchers have
sought the exact relationship between high blood preshis disease will b• markedly influenced by psychological and social factors.
In many cases, the stress
of a patient's visit to the
doctor's office inspires elevated pressures not present
at any other time—a circumstance. making wrong
diagnoses easy.
THE UNIVERSITY of
California gives patients
portometers, semi-automatic devices, allowing them
for a couple of days to take
their blood pressures every
half hour, at home and on
the job.
In some, the pressure
shoots up at work, and in
others, at home. Some others are most relaxed when
most excited.
The trick is to find the
situations which the patient doesnt like." These,
situations then can be
shunned, or a patient can
be helped to develop his
psychological attitudes, so
pressure peaks can be
avoided,
sure and a nagging spouse.
Everybody knows a nasty
event can shoot the pressure up, but it's not known
if prolonged unpleasant
situations, such as those
cr e a t e d by the nagging
spouse, can cause hypertension.
NOW DR. RALPH P.
Forsyth of the University
of California Medical Cen-ter has found five or six
months of stress can--aseo-duce- dramatic inerfnes in
the blood pressu re -ofmonkeys.
Forsyth employed the
"executive monkey" technique in which the executive works by pushing a
bar at regular intervals to
avoid an electric shock.
The stress comes from
the executive's knowledge
that stopping t h e shocks
is his responsibility. Nonexecutive monkeys, who
are given mild shocks at
random but have no her
to push, do not develop sig-

nificant blood pressure
changes.
Previous experiments
elsewhere have a h o
stress also can produce ulcers and hormonal changes
in executive monkeys. But
Forsyth says that what's
true in monkeys is not necesaarily true of humans.
NO CONCLUSIVE proof
has been discovered that
psychological and social
stresses cause sustained hypertensiop in humans, according to Dr. Maurice
Sokolow of the Medical
Center.
What Sokolow does know
for sure, however, is once a
person has hypertension.
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By Trudy Laing
Staff Writer
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A volunteer group of clubwomen have assisted Gov. Louie
B. Nunn's Consumer Affairs Commission by sponsoring a crash
training program in low-income
neighborhoods on consumer education.

5
6 1

7 :I
8 1
9
10
'

Seeking to teach poverty level
citizens to best utilize their limited means, the initial training
session started in Louisville with
about 15 women from the Clarksdale housing project participatingMrs. Oscar Soards, Pikeville,
who serves as chairman of the
Commission, drew upon the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs to help execute the program.

11

Protecting the pocketbook of
the consumer, these sessions
point out the pitfalls of false
and mislFading advertising, deceptive packaging, failure to disclose material facts, truth in
rtaranteeS and Warranties, Servicing, repairs, refusals to return deposits or refunds, and
other common practices used to
swindle citizens.
MASSACRE WORD — Ronald
Ridenhour, 23, shown 'at his
studies at Claremont College, Claremont. Calif., is the
ex-GI who wrote letters to
Washington officialdom, including

President

Nixo n,

charging that in March 1968
a U.S. force massacred more
than 500 South Vietnamese
men, women and children.

The U. S. Chamber of Commerce has cited Kentucky as the
leader in promoting consumer
economics. Further, Mrs. Sowards advises the U. S. Department of Agriculture has praised
Kentucky clubwomen for their
efforts to teach smart shopping
to low-income groups.
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Eventually it is planned on a
state-wide basis.
The three day consumer course covers three units, General
Buying, Food Buying and Consumer Credit.
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7 MAJOR REASONS WHY
THIS 23" CONSOLE
IS COLOR TV'S
GREATEST VALUE!
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The best in Giant Screen TV brightness and reliabilit
can be yours in the 'Adair" contemporary Styled
compact console.
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Look what's happened since
Maverick was introduced in April.

Buy Early For Special Value.
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1. Zenith s Exclusive Color
Commander
Zenith's Exclusive Titan 80 Handcrafted Chassis
3. Zenith's Exclusive Chromatic Brain
4. Zenith's Super Video Range 82 Channel Tuner
Zeniths Exclusive Gyro-Drive UHF Channel Selector
Zenith Fine -Furniture Cabinetry it
Pre-Christmas Special Low Price
. . Just

8

Your Ford Dealer's holding the price line.
Maverick.Still $1995
The Adair Model 52980W
295 Sq. In. Rectangular Picture

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
MODERN T.V. SERVICE DEPARTMENT"
NORTH SIDE SHOPPING CENTER

153-2511

When it comes to prices, you know what's going
on. And what's going up. But there's one thing
still going straight. Maverick. It holds the line. And
its small price makes it America's biggest car
value, Hers arethefacts about our Simple Machine.
Its simple to drive. You get the passing power of
a 105-hp Six. Great gas mileage too.
It's simple to park. Maverick can turn in a tighter
circle than the leading import.
It's simple to service. Maverick is easier and less
expensive to maintain than an economy import. It
needs fewer oil changes,fewer chassis lubrications.
It's simple to repair. You can do many routine
maintenance jobs yourself.

It's simple to own. Maverick saves you money 1P
when you buy it. And when you drive it. That's the
reason our small car is going over big.
Maverick lets you stop worrying about rising costs.•
Come see the Simple Machine at your Ford
Dealer's now.
For more information about Maverick
see your Ford Dealer
or write. Maverick Catalog, Dept N-4 P0
Box 7503, Dearborn, Michigan 48121
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Your Ford Dealer fights the price rise
PARKER MOTORS INC.

RRAY, KY.
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SEEN & HEARD . .

(Continued Prom Page One)
mediators followuig ?resident (Continued From Page One)
Nixon's Nov. 3 TV address De mount
of harping on speed limthe Vietnam war.
its around our schools, but this
The vice president told reis not true. Anyone who has a
porters Wednesday that "the
child in school wants to be asWashington Post and Newsweek
speak with one voice" and he sured that their child can go to
planned to single out those pub- and from school each day withlications and others in what he oil' being run over. It's just
said would be "a very hard-hit- that simple.
ting speech."
Have you noticed that the Slate
Postmaster General Winton
M. Blount, when told of Ag- Colored Juncoes have arrived
new's plans, said, "Good, I'll be for the winter. This is the small
supporting him." Agnew will be bird about the size of a Sparrow
an overnight guest at Blount's that is black on top and white
underneath. The dividing line is
Montgomery home.
sharp between the colors. They
Agnew mid he has received
like cold weather but not the
38,000 letters praising his comcold
of the north. In the spring
ments an the TV networks compared to 1,600 letters opposing they will return to the northern
climes.
what he said.
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ched brown in 31 months' exCrutcher, 204 State St., Hazel; debtedness on the building was posure
to the sun's undiluted
after
special
offering
off
paid
a
Mrs. Mary Holcomb, Vihitnell
rays.
Est., Murray; Robert Harrison, an October 5 of this year.
The 39-year-old Conrad and
Following the dedication serRte. I, Hardin; Mrs. Gedia Armthe rookie Astronaut Bean, 37,
strong, Rte. 7, Murray; Master vice there will be a pot-luck had a ball their last day on the
Johnny Puckett, Rte. 1, Hardin; luncheon in the Fellowship Hall moon. The skipper chuckled so
Virgil McDaniel, Rte. 1, Almo;
often that controllers called it
Miss Frances Lennon,Univ.Stat.
NOW YOU KNOW
the "Conrad laugh."
Box 7, Murray; Miss Phyllis
The pair picked up what
Yewell,
313 Broach, Murray; by United Press International controllers estimated at 100
In mythology the Greek god pounds of rocks and Conrad
Miss Gloria Koltinsky, Hart Hall
By H. D. OUIGG
Box 858, MSU, Murray; Baby Apollo
communicated
with 'said: "this takes me back to
UPI Senior Editor
— MLNS
BoT Taylor, 1101 Main, Murray; earth through prophets and my boyhood days—you know,
SPACE CENTER, Houston nun
you wanted to fling things a- —Well, drat. The camera had
Leon Ross, 1023 Sharpe St., Mur- oracles.
round in dirt."
ray; Robert Boitnott, 712 Elm
to go and fail when what proWhde and Pastels
To test the sensitivity of mised to be the most entertainSt., Murray; Miss Halleene Smi- Sandy, Tam.; Mrs. Mar) Sue
instruments, ing breakfast show ever broadth, 400 So. 6th St., Murray; Mrs. Overby and Baby Girl, Rte. 2, shock-measuring
Gussie Houston, Rte. 3, Murray; Hazel; Tommy Workman, 603 Conrad and Bean rolled grape- cast was just in its wannup
Mrs. Maudye Hale ,114 No. 12th Ellis Dr., Murray; Mrs. Audra fruit-sized rocks along the scene.
The Neil and Buzz act is a
St., Murray; Wilson Garrison, Elkins, Rte. 5, Murray; Mark moon's surface, like clumsy
Rte. 4, Murray.
James, Rte. 7, Box 32, Murray; monsters in their space suits hard one to follow. But pete and
Al started out as if they were
Mrs. Mackie Hubbs, 512 Beale, bowling in the dust.
Camera Not Functioning
going to top it. And in other
DISMISSALS
Murray; William Hill, Rte. 4,
Murray; Mrs. LouLseLyons,Rte. The $78.000 color television worldly color.
They are one of the chattiest
Mrs. Dorothy Williams, 1503 1, Murray; Mrs. Janice Hays, camera thz:t had conked out
Main, Murray; Mrs. Kathleen Rte. 1„ Kirksey; Miss Evelyn Wednesday shortly after they and happiest twosomes ever to
started their first walk outside take to the airlessways. They
Herndon and Baby Girl, 608 So, Cole, 1103 Ryan, Murray; WillIntrepid was still not function- hummed and chuckled on
the
9th St., Murray; Mrs. Phyllis iam Skinner, 1667 Ryan, Murray; ing and,
to the disappointment surface of the moon. Conrad
Linville, Rte. 1, Hardin; James Ira Tripp, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. of scientists
— BOYS —
as well as millions laughed "the Conrad laugh," as
Van Leer, Hart R2il. Box 935, Allie Cunningham, Rte. 1, Almo; on earth,
the
MSU, Murray; Mrs. Mary Mey- Mrs. Dollie Russell, 705 So. 16th not be seen. rnoorunen could his associates here call it—end
matched the Seven Dwarfs by
er and Baby Boy, Rte. 2, Benton; St., Murray; Mrs. Rowena Stubb
Huskies - Sizes 8-20 -Slims
whistling while he worked.
Mrs. Betty Watson, Rte. 2, Big lefield, New Concord.
"I can't wait to get outside.
Look at that!" Conrad said just
6-12 Slims and Regulars
after landing the Itrepid on the
Ocean of Storms.
Zip-Out Lining Sizes 5-16 —
NASA control then soberly
noted that "the third and four2T to 7
—
th humans" had landed on the
moon and added: "Rather exNEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
opened lower today in moder- uberant humans."
M.00nlaending
I,
ately active trading.
featuring
Stocks have been sagging for Armstrong and Aldrin, was a
— LITTLE GIRLS
more than a week, and analysts sort of cliffhanger with Armsee little likelihood of a drastic strong using practically all of
change of direction. "There is his fuel in a hovering slide
away from a calarnity-threates12 months to 4 years — —
plenty of
money
on
the
sidelines," commented one ana- ing foulder field Moonlanding
714 Years
lyst, "W few are willing to put II, with Conrad and Bean, was
a breeze. And almost too acReelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the MurIt to work in an unfavorable
curate
news environment." He notes
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
714 Years
"Those rocks have waited
that concern over Vietnam and four
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
and a half billion years
inflation still stands in the way for us
to come grab them,"
of any sustained move on the Pete told
— LADIES —
Al with boyish enREPRESENTA
'
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BE
WILL
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REELFOOT
A
upside,
thusiasm as they suited up prier
Shortly after the opening, the to leaving the
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
spacecraft.
UP
Selection —
marketwide
indicator
It's a pity we couldn't have
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
showed a loss of 0.23 per cent watched the grabbing.
on 345 issues traded. Of these, "The picture you'e seeing
Petite Juniors Misses and Half Sizes
is
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
141 declined, and 87 advanced. just the way they're seeing
it
Universal Products gained 12 in Houston at NASA control,
Murray Livestock Co will give the livestock inZip Out Lining
to 24. American Smelting eased arid it looks rather disastrous,"
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
1/4 to 323/4, while Western Union said
Walter Crookite when the
Close Out!!
business and support and invite you to call 753held unchanged at 493,2. Johns- view was blacked out.
5334 for top hog quotations
Manville also was steady - at
"The camera went out. This
ALL LADIES AND CHILDRENS
is terribly disappointing to us
327s.
Memorex fell 17
.
6 to 162, but here on earth."
That's injecting opinion into
J. R. McDermott rose
to 63.
Anaconda was unchanged at 30, broadcasting, Walter. But, drat.
Chas. Pfizer added a Mt You're so right.
Oh. well, as they used to say
point
to
102':.
American
25.00 '25.25 '25.75
Telephone trading ex-dividend, around Brofiklyn In late base.
ball season, wait till next year.
was unchanged at 53.
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Today's
Stock Market

OFF

BOYS SPORT COATS Regwar's
BOYS STAY PRESS JEANS Si..
BOYS ALL-WEATHER COATS
BOYS GARCOATS
$5.99 - $7.99 —
MOATS
GIRLS CARCOATS
GIRLS JACKETS

LITTLE COTTON DUSTERS Good
LADIES DRESSES
LADIES ALL WEATHER COATS

$5.00
$1.50 — $2.00 — $2.50 — $3.50
$3.99
$4.99
$3.99 & $4.99
—$5.95 — $7.95 — $9.95 — $12.95

$17.99 TO $19.99
$3.99
_ $12.99 TO $14.99

$9.99 — $12.99
—

$5.99 — $6.99 — $8.99
$12.99 — $17.99
$9.99 $11.99
$4.99

$19.99 — $21.99

DRESS SHOES

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
Grading No,3 No. 2 No. 1

SETTLE WORKMAN

20% off
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SENSING THE NEW$ SCIENCE PLAYS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

THURSDAY - NOVEMBER 20. WO

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IMPORTANT ROLE
IN ARIGULTUR

meat," he said, "has attributes
synthetic and other compet.
natural bods can't quiet match.
"
In relation to the cooperative
systems, farmers have been estimated to sell less than 30 per
cent of their products coopera-

Fisher-Boater Paradise
Where Wild Wind Went By

tively and purchase less than.
25 per cent of their farm supplies cooperatively. Fran Wilcox,
By Jerry Schureman
retired general manager of Sat*
Pacadnna. C
EDUCATION ENDANGERED was framed to apply to
There is probably no more kist In
e mysterious question than "What said, "There are other way
ftefusal of the U.S. Supreme South and the South only.
Court to grant the Nixon ad- law is unconcerned with vita does the future bold?" At one of bridging the gap between pro.
ministration's request for rea- Alan of voter rights elsewhe time or another, you have all ducers and consumers, but Done
sonable delay in implementing It is intolerable and outrageo
asked this of yourselves, and as good as cooperatives,"
Wilcox also stated that selling
full integration in 30 MississiPri of course, to have a do e unless you have a crystal
school districts raises grave, standard of law in a federal sir you have come up with may and advertising are definite parts
of the marketing process which
questions for people in all parts' public,
wishful thinking.
Then there is the practical There would no doutt be a farmers cannot leave to others.
of the country.
First of all, the decision by question of how Mississippi and considerable amount of wishful He pointed out that Sunkist spands more than $8 million a year
the Supreme Court ,poses the other similar situation states thinking
aeming
in
eef
involved
the
question of what is constitut- and school districts will adjust
anything. However, in advertising alone.
future
Cooperatives are growing and
ional. The Supreme Court's rul- to the "at once" requirement since October was Cooperative
ings have no permanency. Frr of the Supreme Court.
Month in Kentucky, an effort has becoming an increasingly ImporNo matter what the high
14 years, the court held that
N3en made to project the future tant part of the agricultural sceit was constitutional for school court rules, there are limits on of agriculture and the coopera- ne. Ed Givens, assistant general
districts to proceed with inte- what local school officials can
manager for Southern States Coaye system.
gration with "all deliberate do to alter schooling arrangeThe Kissimmee, Boat-a-Cod• docks at Riv•r Ranch
operative, said that this growth
to
one
according
future,
The
speed." In other words, grad ments - and still operate an
can be traced to cooperation withexpert,
bas
is
speculation
farm
By SANFORD MARKEY
tialism was deemed constitut- efficient, acceptable school sys
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
A on an accumulation of facts, in the cooperative groups themional. All of a sudden, gradual- tern. In some districts, immed.
selves.
KILLER STORMS like hurricane Camille bring death and
all of
ism is out. The Supreme Court iate, forced change of school- .1ta
ata
ve anbedenopia1°siften
or
f enn
whiech
d. "The cooperation to which 1 destruction.
says that integration must be ing arrangements acceptable to
refer," said Givens, "is greatly
As yet, man has not found the means to blunt the storms that
accomplished "at once". This both races may simply result in Since 1940, the total number needed because no farm coopera- blow from the Caribbean and lash the southlancis. But what he
American
farmers
has
degradualIf
question:
the end of public schooling. °f
raises the
tive in the nation is large enough can do is rebuild for a better tomorrow.
ALL IS OtttET ALONG THE POTOMAC A silent reminder of
ism was constitutional last year Parents with sufficient means creased nearly 3-million in the to go it alone today. Any cooperaThat's a story being written acroos Florida this year in the
the second Moratorium for Peace, a pile of rubbish
sags
or last month, why isn't it con- will send their children to pr:- United States, and yet produc- tive that is trying to be indepen- final chapter to the hurricane of Sept. 16, 1928 that swept the
against a snow fence at the foot of the Washington Monustitutional this month or in the vate schools. Those without tion continues to increase. In
dent is only inviting certain dis- waters out of Lake Okeechobee and brought death to more than
ment in Washington, D.C.
future?
2,000. Florida, with the co-operation of the U.S. Army Engineers.
means may decide to relocate 1940' there were 6 million far- aster."
mers in America. By 1980, it
instituted a $35 million program Involving the drainage of a 2,000The court's latest ruling conGivens continued to point out mile square area.
is projected this figure will deNo court can abolish a par
firms the suspicion of many
TV prep
HAVE NAMESAKE
crease to approximately1/
1
2 mill- that cooperatives should strive
Today, after the moving of more than 26.5 cubic yaras of soil,
c:tizens that it doesn't really ent's concern for his children
NEW YORK (CPI)-A new have a constitutional standard, and his determination to give ion. As a result of the declining to become self-sustaining, such the involvement of more than 20 lakes with the building of seven
SPACE CENTER, Houston television series called "Sesame
Sc- as the Farm Credit Administra- key locks, a mammoth project
but simply adopts this or that them good schooling and a de- ,
caLmber of agri-bustiessmen
'se.
(UPI)-. The Apollo 12 astro- Street," appearing on more than
The FCA has been completed that has Lucie Canal to Miami and folsociological standard, depend- cent educational environment. lence is playing an increasingly tion has done recently.
important role in the total agric- has fully paid its debt to the prcduced a fisherman-boater low the Coloosahatchee River to
nauts have a namesake in 170 National Educational Tele- ing on the whim of the justices If the schools in a community im
Fort Myers and to the Gulf of
government and is now fully own- paradise in the Kissimmee RivBaltimore - Charles Richard vision stations, is the first tele- and the temper of the times. are virtually shattered by arbi- ultural picture.
Mexico.
er District.
it
Alan Wilsock.
those
controlled
by
"Rapid
and
changes
ed
in
technology
• 0 •
Moreover, even the limits of trary court action, parents will
vision program aimed at teaching
Dude ranches, fishing camps,
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Rich- the country's preschool children. this sociological standard are withdraw their children from in all industries is Increasing serves: The farmers.
LANDLUBBERS
without
recreational sites plus the conard F. Gordon and Alan L. Bean
The daily, hour-long show unclear. Does the latest Sup- the schools and look for other by leaps and bounds," Al Par. "There are a number of prob- trol of flooding in 18 counties boats, but with a penchant to
were informed by flight control- uses cartoons, puppets and other reme Court ruling apply only communities in which to earn son-S of the Parson's Beef Corn- lems which cooperatives will
are but part of the benefits be- fish along this newly-improved
lers monday: "There's a new popular children's television to the 30 Mississippi districts? their living and continue their Pally' in Lexington said recently. need to face in the future," Givwaterway, can rent 30-foot-long
ing realized.
baby boy born to a Baltimore techniques to teach the kids To all the Southern states that careers. It is too much to ex- "Agriculture, like other busine- ens concluded, "and it will be
Where once docking areas houseboats can make the trip
mother at the precise time of numbers,
that cooperatives were plagued by lack of water, Ranch say includes portions of
letters, geometric formerly had legally segregat- pect responsible parents to ac. sses will become more mechan- necessary
your liftoff. His name is shapes and other things designed ed school systems? Or does it cept the notion that their chil- ized and concentrated in larger unite in a joint effort to solve ccntrolled flow today permits Kissimmee River was reduced to
Charles Richard Alan, Wilson is to help them get off to a better also apply to Northern school dren must be guinea pigs in anits of production. We will wit- these difficulties. Working clos- year-round
boating. River the terrain travelled by explorHernando
DeSoto, who
Rep. Ranch, for example, is a 42,000- er
and
sociological
the last name."
experiment
Smatprs
with
segreour
where
de
ely
facto
districts
an
ness
the
continued
application
of
start in elementary school.
.
riled for gold.
'
center
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.outdoor.
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be
resentatives
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official'
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of livestock In linportanCe."
U past experience is any in- either racial group.
honored
•
Al Young, general manager uai Kissimmee Boat-a-Cade, that project marks the regulation of
,concentrated
areas."
Usasni signs
dicator, the court will zero in
One way or another, respon , Parsons also pointed out that and vice president of United Co- no longer worries about its Ma- waters between floods during
HOLLYWOOD _ 11,1 -T he on the Southern .states,. treat/KILL Y-W-OOD(124-japan:the rainy- season and -the-- dry----= sible-parents
will get aecept-ed proteins, costing lit operatives, Inc. summed it 110 rtna-probtems. Tourietatetpunya Csami signed for the key Beiceiona Frm an'Teievision ing them as targets for • judi- able schooling for their chilat this camp, near Alike spells when even the mighty
ping
less than beef protein, are being by predicting that cooperatives
Wales with its Bok Tower. will Kissimmee River was reduced to
role of Admiral Zengo Yoshida. Festival voted "Mannix"-star- cial crackdown. The other dren, even if they have to
will, on an increasing basis, find a well-stocked, 13,000-acre an ankle-deep stream of mud,
Navy Minister of Japan, in 20th ring Mike Connors-as the best states, which maintain de facto "bootleg" it. In the Northern produced from soy beans, petIn
roleum,
the
important
part
an
bacterial
play
cultures
and
sandbars and shoals.
segregated school systems, may states, the flight to the
preserve.
Century-Fox's "Tora: Tora! video series of the year.
suburbs ocean life.
• • •
growth of agriculture "because
* * *
escape censure and regulation. is an attempt to do
It is expected, too, that the
Toral
just that.
Parsons projected, the low farmers can—by working togethSHOULD the tourist be on ccril.rolled waters will permit
Understandably, Southerners
* * *
The courts have lost sight of cost protein in imitation products er-produce the products and serhand for the Boat-a-Cade he'll odditional irrigation and cattleare very sensitive in this mat- the fact that
education is an in- may be the answer for feeding vices which will be needed to watch the crowning of a queen
rarsmg projects in the Kissimjustice,
that
feel,
with
ter.
They
Break for youngsters
* * *
timate matter, touching on famder developed and over popu- better supply the food needs of as scores of boats make the mee Valley called the "Cow
there are two classes of law in ily values. No
court
in
the
land
almost 100-mile long trip frcm Capital of Florida" with its
HOLLYWOOD ([P1)-Tv,0 Griffith guests
ated Darts of the world. "But this nation and the world."
the United States - one for can decree a
single educational
Kissimmee City on Lake Tohcpe- state total of 15,000 cattle
Nashville. Tenn.. youngsters
the Southern states and one for experience for all
Answer to Yest,c1s5 s Puzzle
American
kaliga, 50 miles inland from the farms and ranches.
LLY%000 AU
Rober4c
tott and. Margaret
outside the South. They children, for the reason
Atlantic ocean, to Okeechobee
th will
akt
With guide-lines such as this,
Ann
onfli.; MUM MO
tillotat to the ante:mai appli- Americans are different. The
1V*01 plav •
r city, on the lake of the Name perhaps
phoenix -like
- from
Vf4r1" OF301:1 iimT1
featured
iiith Gregory Peck oldh television sidekick in "Don cation of the law insofar as are not a monolithic group, but
7
Put
in
ACROSS
name within sight of the Gulf the grim reports of Camille
PROO20 1110 Utiln
and Estelle' Parsons in "An Knotts' Nice. Clean, Decent. voter rights legislation is contune
have a variety of social, religCoast. From that point, boat- there may come a better to
DOOM EMMPP
Greek letter
8 Compact
Exile" on location in Tennessee. Wholesome Hour" for CBS.
cerned. The voter rights law ious, sectional and cultural 4 Coins
OGOMMRPO OP
men can swing across the St. morrow
9 Band
9 Prohibit
MOMOM OPP OOM
values. In the past, the courts 12
instruments
Ship channel
Lo-ster
MO OMMUORM WO
10 Peer Gynft
honored and respected these 13 Constellation
New Curtis film
BOO OMO BOMB
14 Employ
mother
differences, and saw in them 15-Clutches
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Leigh
DM anamono
Ii Openwork
HOLLYWOOD
(LM)the source of a vital different- 17 Small lump
Taylor-Young will co-star with
OMBRO 10102(4
fabric
Columbia Pictures signed Tony
Kind of fly
iating liberty in the United 19 lawful
OMB
110
MMOBWI
16
Drunkard
Omar
Sharif
in
"The
Horsemen"
20
Curtis to star in "The Dubious
OBO OMR 000A
States.
18 Contests
21 Quarrel
for Columbia Pictures.
ORO nOMP OMR
20 Base
Patriots."
Now, .unfortunately, activist 23 Deity
24 Tableland
21 ippctures
judges and liberal politicians 27 lamprey
22-Part of'
k-demand a totalitarian uniform 28 Condensed
flower
35•Lower in
43 Church service
moisture
ity - a rigld democracy that 29 Trial
23 Obtain
44 Soak up
rank
s25 Beef animal
isn't at all what the Founding 30 Near
36 Minot, cymbals 45 Possessive
-Illuminated
31
pronoun
26 Showy flower
37 Sarcasm
Fathers intended or that the
32 Pronoun,
46 Be mistaken
28 Obscure
39 Reveals
majority of the American peo- 33 Latin
47
29 Gratuity
Vast age
40 Footiise part
ple want today. In other words,
confunction
48 Communist
31 Burdened
42 Temporary
Title
of
respect
34
the courts are ruling in ways
Shelter
32 Tn/ rid
51 Cooled lava
alien to the desires and best 36 Cover
37 Bishopric
interests of the American peo- 38 Winter vehicle
ple. They are ruling against th
39 Flying mammal
spirit of the U.S. Constitution. 40 Young salmon
It is time that the federal judi 41 Substance
.ciary reappraise its thinking a- 43 Encountered
44 Earlier
bout public education in the 46 Simpler
United States. If a sound and 49 Away'
thoughtful reappraisal is made, 50 Approach..
there won't be any more "at 52fisheggs
Pref. before
once" declarations by the Su- 53
54 Former Russian
preme Court.
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America's Christmas Tree Tradition:
How It Came About And Its Growth
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55 Goal

This girl is attaching identifying tags to Christmas tress near Shelton, Wash.
Christmas trees followed yearly
By FLORENCE R. MICHELSON
, until another president, TheoWritten Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
EVERGREEN TREES have so long been associated with' dore Roosevelt., opposed the
Christmas, it is difficult to visualize the holiday without them practice- for conservation reaThe commercial Christmas tree has become a great industry sons.
When T.R. was assured by
in America. Its growing market keeps pace with our expanding
population. According to the American Christmas Tree Council, Gifford 'Pinchot, then chief of
sales of evergreen trees, other greenery, wreaths, roping. etc., the Division of Forestry. that
proper harvesting of evergreen
are in excess of $100 million annually,
Many in the United States regard the trimmed Christmas tree trees was helpful to forests,
as an essential part of Yuletide observance, their tradition, and President Roosevelt reversed
an American heritage. However, decorated evergreen trees in his stand. ,
• • •
homes were almost unknown in Colonial days. The first glimpse
MORE than 5() million everof a decorated evergreen came when German people migrated
greens were produced for Christto this country bringing the custom with them.
Before the year 1500 A.D., it is believed, Germans celebrated ma,ri use last year. They came
from all 50 states from forChristmas with a trimmed evergreen tree inside their homes. generated a creative enthusiasm ests, wild land, farms, and tree
A written record dated 1521 and emotional appeal which plantations- 91 per cent comA.D. mentions this custom in would not be denied. The ma- ing from privately owned land.
jority of those introduced to Only nine per cent came from
western Germany
Martin Luther 11483-15461 is the German custom adopted it. national forests, state-and counand the Christmas tree's popu- ty lands.
said to have brought a small
larity in America spread,
Five species of evergreens achis
home
evergreen tree into
As late as 1851, when Rev, count for 75 per cent of all
and fastened lighted candles on Henry J. Schwan. a German trees sold. The top ranking
it to symbolize the star-lit night pastor. at Cleveland. Ohio, placed three are balsam fir. Douglas
of Christmas Eve.
a trimmed evergreen in his fir, and Scotch pine.
• • •
Balsam fir, whose twigs rechurch during the holiday seaA NUMBER of or pioneer son, he was threatened with the semble tiny crosses, was in first
forefathers disapproved of the loss of his congregation He was place in 1948. Douglas fir, with
use of evergreen trees during accused of deNcrating a house short-stalked, pliable needles,
Christmas. They regarded dis- of worship with a heathen syM- took the lead in 1955. Then
plays of this kind as pagantstic bol.
Scotch pine, a shapely tree with
• • •
because such greenery had been
longer double needles, gained
pre-Christian
the
featured in
THEN, in 1851, the commer- the No. 1 popularity spot in
Egyptians.
era by ancient
cial distribution /4 Christmas 1962 and continues to hold it.
Greeks. Romans. Norsemen, and trees began when a man named
If a tree has been harvested
Druids or Celts of early Gaut in Mark Carr living in the lower in a national...forest. lt.n tag may
religious ceremonials. Many of Catskill mountains loaded two hear this 'statement: "This tree
our sternly religious forebears ascarts With firs and took them brings ;1 Christmas message
icnoreil the fact that the ever- to New York City to sell.
from the great outdoors. Its
green "Paraaise Tree'• had been
The first Christmas -tree en- cutting was. not demtrnetixt but
used in medieval church playa tered the White House In 1856 gave the needed mini for neighiloreasorer. the fragrance and xvhen Franklin Pierce W:IS pre:- boring tire's to grow fastFintliNT
Other ‘Vhite
Howie better"
riestineee Of evergreen trees Went

Cherry Fact
SEATTLE, WASH. (UPI) Sweet dark cherries cOme in two
varieties. Bing and Lambert. The
former is named for the Chinese
gardener who developed the
variety. Lamberts first were
grown as a seedling of the
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Bort A freezing morning
You slip Into your Datsun.
Pump the pedal, tweak the
choke, flip the ignition.
Var0000ml The overhead
cam roars end settles to a
smooth idle.
At the first traffic light
there's slush Datsun's waterproof front discs take hold
stop you sure and easy No
problem with the street salt.
either Datsun is undercoated
at the factory
Got You slip into first
then second. Datsun's all.
synchromesh 4 -speed helps
you control accelerationavoid fishtailing. And you can

gear-down to help you stop.
Lumpy, packed snow by
the freeway ramp. Datsun's
sure-footed, fully independent rear suspension takes over!
You relax. The powerful
heater/defroster with its quickworking fan has the interior
toasty, The windshield clear.
On to work_ Past the buffers and puffers, the sliders
and steers
You smile You've got The
Bad Weather Friend Make
the Sound Move to Datsun
The World's Best $2000 Car ,
Ask your Datsun Dealer to
prove It
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P S It s factory equipped

Smns. of the 499 persons in nit; test mill around
BIG AIRLINES PASSES EVACUATION TEST
iertside tht• Prol'ing 747 following an evatuation• test at Seattle. Wash. Using furry of thr
five exits-sweetie sok of the huge plane. the 4149 gia not in DO accoritls in !slackness except
foi the emergency lights on thy plane

with

Anti-Freeze

Lassiter & McKinney
Datsun Inc. _
4110111111MMIllemk
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ctrostatic Generator Is In Operation, Murray State
DWAIN McINTOSH
1-scale operation of a two
- vOlt electrostatic ace. .r has marked Murr,ay StUniversity for furtiAdis• In the field of atomic
nuclear physics research,
, William G. Read, chair.
of the Murray State physics
trnent, said the new equipt "opens new vistas of r
ch capability for the depart"and will greatly enhance
materially benefit the grade program in physics.
'We are highly pleased to have
umentatiori of this caliber
to be able to add the basic
earch capability in atomic
nuclear physics," Read lidd-

tract with the Navy was the ally
new contract issued by the nuclear division of the Office of Naval Research last year. He said
the prestige gained by the grant
will increase the probability of
additional financial support for
the project from other government agencies.

computer where the data is recorded and stored.
Assembly and installation of
the accelerator and magnet were
handled by faculty members and
graduate and undergraduate students assisting in the project,
according to Beyer.
"A considerable amount of money was saved by purchasing the
accelerator in kit form and doing
all the installation ourselves,"
he noted,
Beyer estimated the value of
the accelerator and magnet and
the associated power supply at
$100,000 ,with the spectrometer
and accessories
worth about
$30,000.
Graduate students working on
the project are Tim Ma.ppin of
Louisville and John Gompper,
Tom Mayberry and Mohammad
Moghadamian, all of Murray.
Maddox said the accelerator
and the ecruipment associated

Housed in a Blackburn Science
Hall basement room with walls
and a ceiling of four-foot thick,
reinforced concrete to guard
against X-radiation, the Van de
Graaff accelerator and a
too magnet are utilized to produce the beam used in expese
imentation.
Rooms flanking the accelerator room contain the controls
for the production of the beam
and a McPherson one-meter vacOnly the second of its kind uum ultraviolet spectrometer to
Kentucky - the other being analyze the light from the beam.
61/2 million-volt accelerator at This information is relayed to a
e University of Kentucky- the
e, capsule-shaped machine is
ing used for an atomic researproject financed by a $30,000
oyear contract with the U.S.
avy last spring.
Four faculty members in the
urray State physics departent-Dr. L. 13, Bridwell, proor; Dr. Robert C. Etherton,
rofessor; Dr. Louis M. Beyer,
sociate professor and Dr. WI'lam E. Maddox, assistant proessor-are involved in the reearch which is an investigation
f emission of light from highly
nergetic heavy ions and atoms.
Bridwell, project director,
HAPPY DAYS! — Opening the Strategic Arms Limitation
aid knowledge gained from the
Talks in Helsinki after nearly 211 years of preparation,
roject will be used by the Navy
Vladimir S. Semenov (left), chief U.S.S.R. negotiator, and
'to establish a land-based astroL,Oefifd C. Smith, chief U.S.A. negotiator, drink a champagne
hysics laboratory."
toast.
CabIephoto
According to Read, the con-

with it are serving two important needs.
"It is large enough to make a
contribution to basic atomic and
nuclear research, and, at the
same time, it serves as a valuable instructional tool for the
physics program at Murray State," he &viable&

Representatives of the Health,
Education and Welfare Department were present to discuss
national funding procedures, Acting Branch Chief,Fred Br esnick,
briefed the directors concerning
new guidelines for program proposals

STUDYING THE LIGHT BEAM — Dr. William E. Maddox (right), assistant professor
of physics at Murray State University, and Tom Mayberry of Murray, a graduate student, work
with the spectrometer to analyze light from the beam produced by the two million-volt accelerator being used for atomic and nuclear research at the university. Information is recorded and stored. Maddox said research instrumentation used in the project, valued at an
estimated ;130,000, is also "a valuable instructional tool."
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

During the unristmas season
about 25 per cent of the toy
buyers go into more than one
store before finally making a
purchase.

Long
Life
WHIPPING
CREAM

-

sEfendy

As the cheery Merry Christmas
Personalized ancl.3ertt. by you today

Keeps better if refrigerated.
This enables you to get
whipping cream

-****************************

d, too, that the
ers will permit
ation and cattlein the Kissimailed the "Cow
irida" with its
f 15,000 cattle

weeks a-

head for the time when you
may need it.

ORDER
YOUR PERSONALIZED

hes.
•

407f.-ro-t,

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

RESEARCH AT MURRAY STATE — Dr. William G. Road, left, chairman of the PhYlacil
department at Murray State University, and Mohammad Moghadamian, a graduate student'
from Murray, prepare for experimentation with the two million-volt electrostatic accelerator
now In full scale operation at the university. The accelerator and a Pi-ton magnet are used
by a faculty-student research team in an atomic research project supported by a ;30,000 orieyear grant from the U.S. Navy. The accelerator ls only the second of Its kind in Kentucky, the
other being a PS million-volt accelerator at the University of Kentucky.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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To Assure Delivery in Time For Christmas
Here'm the Complete offer:
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UJNY POES IT
ALUJAYS RAIN
WHEN I WANT TO
DO SOMETHIN6? 'I

ACTUALLY, IT DOESN'T REALLY—
IT ONLY SEEMS THAT IT DOES
BECAUSE YOU'RE UPSET RIGHT NC),
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COLOR PURIFIER permits movement of

set
•"MAGIC MEMORY" COLOR CONTROLS
• Revolutionary "In -Line Gun" Picture tube
• Handsome, durable, woodgrain polystyrene

NANCY AND
SLUGGO
LUNCH IS

cabinet
• Weighis ohly 24 lbs.

-
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by Ernie Bushmiller
WE AIN'T HA N E RIN' FOR NO
GRUB RIGHT NOW, MAR'M

READY

• 60 sq. in. picture
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Model M224HW1)

BILBREYS-

Grade "A" Division

by Charles M. Schulz

IMMprey0

295 square inch
area
• Pre-set fine tuning,VHF
• Color-minder controls

Company

Peanuts.

/:
ye

• Big 23- diagon8l picture,
viewing

Ryan Milk

OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

1

Model M920EW0

BUY AND STORE WEEKS
IN ADVANCE

Buy your General Electric Color TV from a participating dealer and give it normal care. If you
are not completely satisfied, bring your Guarantee Certificate to the dealer from whom you
purchased the set within thirty days. He will
take back the set and refund your money.
Thu OW apples to purchaser prior to January 1. 1970

•

COLOR TV
•

Foil Lined Carton
The colder you whip it, the
,}etter results you get. Chill
the bowl and the whipping
cream, but do not freeze.

4011

41999901919••4119.9.4

ilp you stop.
ed snow by
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ly ondepend)n takes over?

amore st.

James E. Elms
wad Project he heads at Murray
Is the second largest in the state
of Kentucky.

There s no Greeting quite so jolly

:he regulation of
ro floods during
on and - the--dry
i'en the mighty
el was reduced to
stream of mud,

1UN

Biggs and the two other members of the National Steering
Committee will go to Washington, D. C. the latter part of
November to discuss the Upward Bound program with Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, Robert H. Finch, The
other two members of the committee are Mr. Carson Lee from
Atlanta, Georgia, and Mr. Al
Goren of Greenfield, South Carolina.
Meeting with the Upward Bound Project Directors were re.
presentatives from the Fellowships of Concerned University
Students(FOCUS).
Biggs' elevation to the national policy making body came a
month after he was chosen as
Chairman of the Kentucky Assoc-

***************************
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To Committee
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iris of Camille
lie a better to
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ject Director's meeting held Oc- bers. Three members are chosen
tober 23-26, in Denver , Colora- from the Southeastern region of
the United States. There are
do.
Biggs was one of 430 Project sixty-five programs operating in
Directors from the fifty states, this region which includes the
territories, Guam, Puerto Rico, states of Kentucky, Tennessee,
and the Virgin Islands who motto West Virginia, Virginia, North
James L. Biggs, 26, Project the Denver Hilton to plan the Carolina, South Carolina, FlorDirector of Upward Bound, Mur- future programs for Upward Bo- ida, Georgia, Alabama, Missiray State University, was elect- und.
ssippi and Louisiana.
ed W the National Steering Co-- The National Steering Commimmittee for Upward Bound Pro- ttee is composed of fifteen meinBiggs addressed the group during its Saturday morning session
on the topic, "Concerns and Motivational Stimuli of the Third
Region of Upward Bound Projects.%
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UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
9-9 Mon.-Sat.

12:30-6:30 Sunday

Monday thru Sat.
12:30 to 6:30
Sundays

Yes, Yes
We Mail
Shop
and
Compare

11.114 ILIA14-1111 UT ir
UAL

Prescriptions
to
Nursing Homes
at our
Low Every
Day
Discount
Prices!
Ask Us
How

TWO-BEDROOM trailer. See
tnatee
Brando
.o Dill after 4:00 p.
at Murray Drive In Theatre enIlrek

Retail $225
BRECK

1111

NICE warm three-room fn.
ished apartment. Private entrance. Close to hospital and
church. Call 753-8898. N-3D-P

Breck Basic

• ...•
At Ars, Tartispertrk,

Hair Conditioner

FURNISHED apartment, private entrance and bath. See at
300 Woodlawn. Fred McClure.
reaPrice
CORONET HORN.
N-30-P
sonable. Phone 753-6979. N-22-C
NICE HOUSE TRAILER, all
better dolmans, to keep electric. WW rent for $70.00
colom gleaming, use Blue Lus- per month, that
includes parktre carpet cleaner. Rent electric ing space mid
water. Phone 753shampooer $1. Big K. N-22-C 4837.
N-24-C
BASSET HOUND, male, se0-BEDROOM trailer, see
veo months old, black and Brandon Dill
at Dill's railer
white, AKC registered. Had all Court after
4 p. In. Located at
753Phone
size.
shots. Small
entrance to Murray Drive
N-11-C
5303.
Theatre.
TIC
YEAR OLD female, seven month old Siamese cats. Ponies for TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished
Christmas. Saddle mare bred apartment, located on Peggy
to saddle horse. Phone 753-1348. Ann Drive. Phone 753-5079.
N-20-C
N-20-C

4 oz

FOR

Robitussin

COUGH PHENSAL
CALMERS TABLETS
88C

9

Easy to
arry Foil
Wrapped
Box of 18

TABU 81
AMBUSH
•SPRAY

TIMEX
WATCHES
Our
Check
Low Prices
$

Reg
3.5O
USE OUR

CHRISTMAS
LAYAWAY
PLAN

PONDS DREAM FLOWER
DUSTING
POWDER
Rag.

Reg. 69c

EODORANT]

HUSKER

MEDICATED

SlatteREAkit--6-0x. Jar
Reg. $1.10 flflvwnn

$269
STRIPE
TOOTH PASTE

On Toy - Camera Purchases

Family Size 63
/
4

$25 .00 or MORE
ASK FOR OUR PLAN

by ASHLAND RUBBER

12B

Rog $1.05

580

HOT WATER BOTTLE

690
NArne eRA:s
el
COR0NET0 VAT)ORIENTAL

12 :$`17i. COLOR
Prints & Processing

20 EXP. SLIDES

TAIOL° FR 1 NaE

R e'Re

FALL IfrSS DRU GS

HOT WHEELS

AND

WIkrrtR

TWO WAY SUPER

TALKING SERVICE

CHARGER $8.57

CENTER $6.27

or 1 s wno want a
hi-powered telescope, microscope &
6 SnooperscopeT"all in one.
SUPER-EYE

0

THREE-PIECE solid oak Span- STABLE on Hermitage Drive,
ish bedroom suite. Triple dress- $15.00 per month. Phone 753er with double mirror, door 6690 after 5:00 p. m.
N-24-C
ohest, spool bed. Reg. $599.95
now $299.95 Crass Furniture BEAUTIFUL new
Valarah Lee
Company, South Third Street. Apartments,
South 10th
N-10-C across from Westview Street,
Nursing
MEDITERRANEAN dining room Home. Two-bedroom, bath, utilsuite. Ovid table, six chain, ity room, living room, kitchen
china cabinet, regular $779.95 and dining area. Carpeted.
now $389.95. Cram Furniture Eleeertci heat Air conditioned.
Company, Swath Third Street. Referigerator, built-in store and
N-20-C oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone 71E300 BALES of wheat straw. Call 4974 or 753-3865.
4313-2219N-22-NC

NOXZEMA

LOTION

PHOTO FINISHING
HOT WHEELS

Peck Of 18

ARRID
EXTRA DRY

TIME PAYMENT
PLAN

NO EZ.TRA CHARGE

THROAT LOZENGES
Choice of Regular, Orange, Lemon, Mint

56C

MAST
AR0111(0
Oilw Woe(

1.0 tAWCE
AND
SLEEPWtAR
Dusters Pajamas
Shifts - Long Gowns
Brushed Acetates - Flannels
Quilted Nylons - Kodels

LAST
$3
98

42`x 66" $ 789

1

1965 HOUSE TRAILER, two NICE
MODERN
apartment.
bedroom. Located lisle Lock Close to campus. Phone 753Shop. Phone 753-5980. N-21-C 6787 or 753-5553.
N-21-P
AEC REGISTERED Dachshund, PRIVATE LOT tor trailer. City
female, six months old. Had all water, two miles from Murray.
shots. Phone 753-3510.
N-21-C $30.00 per month. Call after
SIX HEATERS: Arvin portable 4:00 p. in. at 753-8548. N-2,4-<
electric fee forced heat. 150
volts, 1650 watts. Nearly new. TWO-BEDROOM frame house
$10.00 each. Phone 4.16-8833. with bath. On the water and
N-21-C natural gas line. Newly decoTHREE-PIECE By &delay off rated and ideally located r4"t
white wool double knit suit grocery. Phone 753-6203. Hjunior Me 5. Phone 753-8896.
N-21-C
NOTICI
SIXTEEN weaning pip. Phone
793-4904.
N-11-C
.22 WINCHESTER automatic,
$30.00. Phone 753-9919 atter
8:00 p. in.
N-21-C

$2.48 to $3.88
•-

WINTER WEAR
S M L XL

Made Fresh Daily
DI SACKS OR BULK

SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th

SET OF GOLF Clubs, practically new. Phone 753-1=
6:00 p. M.

N-124

tie

WANT ADS:
Your Key
to Instant
Results

LADIES
Look<
vs,E7PRESSE

DRESS SHIRTS

GOOD COUNTRY
S'M.E SAUSAGE

BRAND NEW tape recorder
reels, AC/DC, two speed,
phone. Still in carton. Mak
ideal gift for student, businessman, music lover. May be seen
at Family Shoe Store. David
Sellers.
N-22-C

WaSECIIMat_

THERMAL

• ly interchangeable
I system of its kind!
Unbreakable, optically• gmeered lenses
Durable styrene scopes.

30
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Men's

Powerful TELESco
we you super sight

PERMANENT PRESS

Shirts

Plaids,

Men's

ea-73

-RANCH
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6
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Drawers
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Casual
Solids,
SLACKS

4:1

'4.97

Sizes
28

to

(

to

'7.88
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MEN'S
ORLON

FILL
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*IP

RAIN

'1.99

SUITS

'7.88

4 Styles
$1.99
RAIN
COATS

Boy's
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AUTOS FOR SALO
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mow THE
REAL MATE FOR SALE

three-room flk.
. Private ento hospital and
753-6898. N-30-P
apartznent, Arland bath. See at
Fred McClure
TRAILER, all
rent for $70.00
included parkPhone 753N-34-C
trailer, me
at Dill's Trailer
m. Located at
Murray Drive
TFC
unfurniahed
on Peggy
753-50TO.
N-20-C
ermitage Drive,
nth. Phone 753p. in.
N-34-C
w Valarah Lee
lOth Street,
estview Nursing
bath, Milroom, kitchen
area. Carpeted.
Air conditioned.
uilt-in dare
r and garbage
ed. Phone 753N-24-C
apartment.
Phone 753N-21-P
for trifler. City
from Murray.
th. Call after
753-8548. N-24-C
frame house d
the water and c
e. Newly decolly located r
7534203 H-

r

8 a.m.
to
12 p.m.
7 Days a
Week

*

This house is now vacant and
can be bought for $25,000.00
PRICE REDUCED $3000.00 on
3 houses and 14 acres of land at
Lyiwi Grove. Two of these houses are brick the other is frame,
has city water, has dock barn
and .her outbuildings, extra
good land with long road front
on.gravel road and about 400
ft. on paved road.
JUST LISTED in Kingswood
Subdivision a 4-bedroom brick
house oh large lot with city
water, also has good well, large
shade, central heat. If you are
a GI you may be eligible to
purchase with no down payment
onry closing cost, $17,500.00.
A NICE 4-bedroom brick on
Si: 13th Street. Has 2 baths,
carpet, 'hinge, drapes, air-conpatio, carport, utility
anwork room. This house is
now vacant, possession with
deed,

NOTICE
\\ •••%\•%\%•6
*

\\I

M trailer. see
after 4:00 p. in.
Lii Theatre en-

VILICE REDUCED $3500.00 on
4-bedroorn brick h.ouse on
bale shady lot. This house has
large paneled family room with
range, dishwasher, disposal, a
large living room with dining
area and wall-to-wail carpet,
aaa or study, utlity and bath
on. 1st floor, has 4 bedrooms
oath on 2nd floor, lots of
and cabinet space, earand outside storage room

\\\•,\\\,,%\\,..\\\\\\\\\\\

RENT

NOTICE

,

FOOD MART

637

Southern Star

100 Tablet

BACON

BUFFERIN

1 Lb.

Pk.

6co

79a

Reg.
31.41

Fresh Crisp

-

CHRISTMAS CARD BANANAS
9'
$,a7ue 99°

HEAD 11111ICE
2 FOR 290

Banquet Frozen
Turkey - Chicken

DINNERS
3 FoR $i

S.\

808
Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

CONVENIENT

10-oz. bottle

Beef

,
00..‘

Southern Star Sliced
BOLOGNA

CONVENIENT

8 a.m.
to
12 p.m.
7 Days a
Week

1 Lb.
Pkg.

Food Mart

5q0

808
'Chestmit.
Murray, Ky.

ilUSE with transferable loan.
This low) is 6% with a payment
of-6113.00 per month including
tam and insurance. The house
is ,a 3-bedroom, brick, with carpet, in living room, dining area,
N'
,
.\\‘‘
,
0004.\\NNN\N%\‘‘,
,N
..N.N.S\s,
Oloss0,0.\\•% \\%\
.
%N..\\%•%NNI,V4.%%\%\%\‘‘0,%
hsil and 1 bedroom. 'Has utility,
carport, $18,500.00.
NOTICE
,..14111.1LIMANTAID-- -- ----SERVICES OFFERED
Wg.. HAVE a new 3-bedroom
aP‘el1 aMal-W- 44
- -°*'1-BEISCTROETTL'aflaZ& E-Seff'.7eltrIB HOP wanted Night shift, PROFESSIONAL
r e aid en twith entrance hall, den vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
sliding glass ckiors to pat- M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
female. Apply in person to Dan. References
Free estimates.
two baths, carpet, utility. Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC
Castle, Chestnut Street. No Phone 753-3486.
N-25-C
carport, central heat and air,
phone calls please.
TFC
$25,750.00.
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
THREE-BEDROOM
brick on
MEN OR WOMEN: To sell hos- additions and repairs. Free estiCatalina Drive. Has two baths,
pitalization, disability income mates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
dihing area, carport, electric
and life insurance. Leads furnheat, outside storage room,
ished. Opportunity for sales ad1.Orm windows and doors, posesvancement. Renewal and bonus
SMALL
son with deed.
paid monthly. Write or contact
DUPLEX located at 306 No. 6th
John Hamlet, 1705 Triplett
Sti4et, newly decorated, new
Street, Owensboro, Kentucky
inlaid in one apartment, both
ohms 684-4403.
N-22-C
eillithizehiernhas fullokestILIARIP i
k edd,shaver. two-car gareast on.
Club
apartment, has tsvo bedrooms
bedroom,
o
close to
one
is sponsoring a
church and 'school, ill,Heaters, Toasters, Irons.
. .
WHAT EVER your Real Estate
Mixers or What Have You
needs may be it will pay you
at
Prompt Service
lo check with Hoyt or Ray Roberts at ROBERTS REALTY, at
Reasonable
• Street or call 753,1651.
from 9 - 5
14-21-C

NEED YOUR
LEAVES RAKED?

The Murray HO
P

*

(
St *

Slave Day
Saturday, Nov. 22

UCED for quick sale, owneavine state. Interior decors two bedroom home. Bealy appointed interior Ines
carpeting, draperies,
ric heat and air condition,
dishwasher and garbage
sal. Shown by appointment
Phone 753-1474 or 753after 5.00 p. m.
N-26-C

•

753.4395
This Week, or
From 9-4 Saturday

- TV SERVICE CENTER
HOME OF BEAUTIFUL

CURTIS-MATHES
110

Murray State
University
•

Position now open in the
following area:
KITCHEN
SUPERVISOR
(male)

APPLIANCES
REPAIRED

B1LBREY'S
210 Main

753-5617

WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 753-6977.
Dec.4-4.

COOK (male)

MOTH=

NOTICE

TV

Employment
Opportunities

For Appointments, Call

A PRIZE a day for 30 days!
, OWNER: three-bedroom Convenient Food Mart, Chesthoe with insulated aluminum nut Street, grand opening, Nosiding, hardwood floors, built- vember 19 to 26.
N-26-C
in stove, large outside storage
building, lot 95' x 155'. Located in Hazel. For further inforBELTONE factory fresh hearmation call 492-8315.
H-1TC ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TFC
SIXTY-ONE ACRES, subdivision or farm land. I% miles
west of Murray, University on
"SAVE WITH SAFETY" . . .
Highway 94. Colonial Home
(Early American). Ten rooms, Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharmtwo baths. In center of five acy. Do you realize you can
acres, Large shade trees. Three save money on your drug bills.
acre lake. City water, gas avail- No matter what the drug, no
matter who the doctor. Ask us
able. Attractive financing. Call
Hoyt Roberts. Murray 753-1651 our price on your prescriptions.
or C. C. McGuire 447-2024 Lou- No obligation what so ever.
II-N-22-C
isville.
H-N-22-C

Ot

.4 ,•\%\\,
..\\\%.\\\

GRAND OPENING

COKES

SALE

NOTICE

and STEREOS

Short and ,compare . . .
Quality, Price and Warranty

Only CURTIS MATHES gives you the 8-Year Pro-Rate
Picture Tube Warranty. 2 Full Years-6 Years Pro-Rate
Yes . .. Our CURTIS-MATHES Has Total
Automatic Color!

18 Months Free Home Service
. .. Not 1 Yearl
Big Discount On All '70 Model TVs
Financing at Bank Rates. No Payments TII January, IWO
FAST, HONEST & RELIABLE REPAIR SERVICE
EXPERTS ON COLOR
Phone 753 5865
312 North 4th Street

Apply:
Personnel Department
Administration Bldg.
(second floor)

WILL DO paper work in my
home, such as addressing envelopes and typing, etc. Call
762-4454 after 5 p. m. N-20-C

1962 CHEVROLET truck, long
wheel base. Six cylinder, straight drive. $425.00. Call 753N-20-C
7856.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A BRICK and stone just completed with many new features
of the building industry. Featuring a. full basement, formal
dining room, 2as baths, fireplace in family room with a
rustic finish, recreation room,
double garage, large sundeck
with electric grill for your out
door living pleasure. All
qUalifying as a Gold Medallion home. City school district. Let us show you this outstanding homeA MEDIUM PRICED home for
the large family. 4-bedroom
brick in Keeneland Subdivision.
Carpeted throughout, double
carport, outside storage.
11
/
2 STORY colonial 4-bedroom
brick on a beautiful 254 acre
lot. This fashionable home has
all the features you would want
in your new house. Beautiful
decor, and well planned for
converdent family living. Comparing this house with any
other, you can readily see the
purchase price is much less
than its replacement value.
3-BEDROOM brick with formal
dining room, 2 bath rooms, beautiful kitchen cabinets, double
garage. Pleasantly decorated
and spacious. Located in the
city school district. See us for
details and make us a bid on
this excellent buy.
KEENELAND Subdivision, a 3bedroom brick with family
room, kitchen with all appliances. Carpeted throughout, 11
/
2
baths. This house is one year
old and has been kept like new.
Owner has moved from Murray.
Immediate possession. Priced
right.
_
A WELL designed exterior and
interior 3-bedroom brick with
2 large baths. Fireplace in the
family room, built-in appliances
in kitchen, double garage plus
nonage area. Blacktop driveway. Located in city school district. Can be bought at a greatly reduced price. Possession
with deed.

1968 CHEVROLET Caprice Ma
meta with black vinyl roof and
interior. Tape player, radio,
factory air and double power.
Turbo hydramatic transmission,
996 engine. Local car, $2250.00.
N-20-C
Phone 753-1958.

"-T-BILTlaIRES*

1948 INTERNATIONAL 6,500
lb. empty weight truck. Motor
in good condition. Best offer
Phone 753-6759 or 753-6624.
N -20-C
1957 CHEVROLET, two door.
N-20-P
Phone 492-8777,
1964 MERCURY, four door
hardtop. Excellent condition,
low mileage, air-conditioned,
power steering and brakes, new
tires, $995.00. Car bought new
in Murray by owner. Phone
436-5587.
N-24-C
1968 CHEVROLET Impala custom. Power steering, disc brakes
and windows. Four season coinfortron, radio, four speed transmission, 396 engine, Corvette
wheels with new wide oval
tires. Phone 753-4775 after 5:00
p.m.
TFC

•

1968 CHRYSLER 440 cubic inch
motor, complete. 350 horsepower. Excellent condition. Phone
753-8042.
N-21-C

olyester Cord Runs Smonth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
* Luxurious Turnpike Design

1969 CHEVROLET truck, long
horn 3,4 ton, 81
/
2 foot bed. Call
753-4454 after four p. m. N-21-C
1964 GMC pick-up truck, six2ylinder, clean. 1967 Bonneville
Pontiac four door hardtop. Nice.
Phone 753-9081. Walston Texaco.
N-21-C

* .41111. 4111111110. .411111... -41•6. 4411111.. 4111INC•
* YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE

It will pay you to

*check on the price of these tires!
4111111110.
411111111,4111111s•

*

a

CAIN .SE..TAYWR.

*

'

1968 VOLKSWAGEN, nice car,
mileage. Phone 436-2258.
N-22-(

.0%1/

* 1965 PONTIAC Bonneville, twoExcellent con.
N-22-Ca
iteIrttritec43623'221

GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth

Main

NOTICE

Phone 753-5862

See *
*Ipkir
S4Viicin.4zi,Used Cars

NOTICE
FOR SALE
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
MAYTAG automatic washer,
condition. Carpets and drapes,
$50.00. Phone 753-6955 after 6
ROACHES
fireplace, central air conditionN-22-P
tn.
Carry Germs
ing. Also a real nice 20' x 60
SPIDERS
bqilding with a garage, ceraralNEW TWIN maple poster bed.
Are Poison
ly" heated. Ideal for algoost any'
islix spring and mattress. tsed
TERMITE
kise-of home works/14 Let us
Lynn Grove, Ky.
only three months. Phone 753Eat Your Home
show you this place and make
435-5701
N-22-C
1622.
us an ofAer. Owner has moved
Locally owned and operatfrom Murray and is very anxNow open full time, Mon- USED FRIGIDAIRE automatic
ed
for 20 years. We can be
day through Friday. from
ious to sell.
Call
washer. Good condition.
9:00 a. m. 'til 6:00 p. m., and 753-3082.
N-22-C reached 24 hours a day.
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 Saturday 9:00 a. m. 'til 2:00
Call Today For FREE
acre on a blacktop road locat- p. m. Complete small en- WELDER, 300 AMY Heli Arc,
Inspection
ed about 2 miles from Murray. gine service, from minor complete with gauge and oxyPhone 733-3914
Carpeted, air conditioned, and tune-ups to major overhauls. gen tank. Phone 753-7295 after
Member Chamber of
5:00 p. m.
N-26-C
attached garage. Just $9,000.00.
Commerce
and Builders
SPECIALIZING
IN:
COMMERCIAL building, 40' x
UTILITY TRAILER, 5' x 10'
Association. LCP-196
• Mowers
60'. and lot. Excellent location
tandum wheel, 24" side, $195.00.
• Tillers
in the. Five Points area. Near
Phone 753-7295 after 5:00 p. m.
• motorcyc las
MSU campus. Contact us for
N-26-C
details.
FULL BLOODED Beagles, four
6-ROOM frame house and 5
to ten month old. Good huntSales and Service
acres 3 bedrooms, fireplace,
ers. Some already beginning to
electric heat, air conditioned
run. Phone 753-1716.
N-22-P
John Hodge
Phone 753-.W14
On blacktop road about 1 mile
and
Concord.
from New
1969 MODEL RCA color T. V.
Porter Hutchens
Located IGO So. 1316 St.
190 ACRE FARM near New
Tiade-in, used one month. Will
N-20-C
Concord, well fenced, new
give full warranty. T. V. Serpump and well. Excellent catvice Center, 753-5865.
H-ITC
tle farm. Located adjacent to a
NOTICE
NOTICE
lake develomnent.
NOTICE

H & H Small
Engine Service

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

Sachs Motorcycles

WILL DO baby sitting in the
evening in your home. Phone WE HAVE JUST listed one of
Murray State University
762-4454 after 5:00 p. m. N-20-C the better farms in the area,
Murray. Kentucky n22c
located just 3 miles from the
'•
Murray State University campus. 130 acres with roads on 3
WANTED: First class painter,
sides, one of which is blacktopgood pay, references required.
ped. Contact Us for further dePhone 7534486.
N-24-NC
tails.
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be APereciatod
WANTED: Experienced book50-AC1071-FARM near New ConFree Estimates
keeper, part time. Phone 753cord with a real nice 3-bedroom
Contact:
7233.
N-21-C
house with aluminum siding.
SALESMAN WANTED for C &
Large modern kitchen with
M Distributing Co. Contact Rondishwasher, double oven stove
nie King at 7534444.
and refrigerator included. Well
N-25-C
fenced and really priced right.
WANTRESS for afternoon shift, Sehnert II:00 a. in. and
500 D III.
4 till 9 p. m. Apply in person
WE HAVE many excellent buys
at Elsa? Points Bar-B-Q. N-21-C
in houses as well as other property at this time. Financing
WISE WOMEN buy Avon. .
available for qualified buyers.
Wiser women sell Avon. You SAWS FILED, electric heaters
at 502 Macan earn in your spare time and all small appliances repair- Come by our office
ple Street or call us at any
twilling near home. Call or write ed. 512 R So 12th St., 753-6067.
N-2'2-C time to discuss details. This is
Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
a good time to buy. We apprecMgr., Shady Grove Road, Mariate your business.
ion, KY 42064. Phone 965-3361 WOULD LIKE to keep a small
H-N -22-C child in my home five or six TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
days a week Phone 753-6561. co., 502 Staple Street, Murray,
Phone
753-4342;
N-21-C Kentucky
Home phones: Donald R. TuckREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
er. 753-5030; Bobby G Grogan,
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage. MAN middle-aged, needs work 753-4078 W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
Level lots, some with trees. Experienced in several types 753-8702.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club of work. Phone 436-4482. N-22-C
N-22
Estates, telephone 7534IM.
Dec.-9-C
NOTICE
NOTICE
FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and extra
lot. Very good location. Three
blocks from stores, school and
post office. Everything is very
consider
Would
convenient.
trading for house in the country. If interested phone 437•
5813. -N-20-C

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

‘BLACK TOP PAYING'

GUNS - PRICED TO SELL

A. Z. FARI.EY
Phone 753-5502

GOOD INCOME PROPERTY

Some Old Original In Perfect
Condition For Collectors Or Use.
1 - Modified 97-12 Ga. Winchester Pump
1

Modified 24- 12 Ga. Winchester Double-barrel

$100.00

1

Oxford Arms Belgium Steel 12 Ga. Double-barrel

$50.00

1 - Modified 11 Remington 12 Ga. Automatic. Perfect $125.00
Browning Automatic 12 Ga Engraved

Ail in good condition. Easy to rent. Will pay for itself in 41 years. Priced to sell ine, adiately. Will
help with financing. Call 753 frt. any:ane.

n2lc

$125.00

Modified 50 Winchester 12 Ga. Automatic. Perfect $110.00
Remington 12 Ga. Automatic With Poly

$ 88.95

1

Remington Sportsman Automatic. Perfect

$135.00

1

Mod. 1200 Vent Rib, Automatic Winchester,
New Double-barrel. Guaranteed As New

$150.00

As New

1

410 Ga. Stevens Pump

2

410 Ga Stevens Bolt Action Repeaters

1

Model 11-48'Automatic 30" Full
Choke, As New

WApartments.6 New Mobile Homes

DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom. In city school district.
master bedroom
Extra large
with carpet throughout. No city
tax. 753-6202 after 5 p.. m.
II-N-22-C

$100.00

BURETS

$ 62.50
$ 39.50
100.00

THE LEDGER

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

full-time student during five monSORRY ABOUT THAT
ths of the year, his earnings will
not cause you to lose the exemSPACE CENTER, Houston
ption you claim for him so long
(UPI)- Apollo 12 had a classic
as you provide more than half
military reply when the bugle
his support.
of reveille was radioed
blast
Your son must flle a return
earth Monday.
from
if he has gross income of $600
"Apollo 12 all present and
or more. Hi should also file a
snapped
return if his income was less accounted for, sir,"
Gordon.
astronaut
F.
Richard
than $600, but taxes were with'That was 'sweepers, man
held from his wages, in order
boat.
to obtain a refund of these taxes. your brooms' on the
Riley,
Jack
said
pipe,"
swain's
A - Our summer home was
publicqffairs
damaged in a wind storm last a space agency
Apollo 12
summer. Will we be able to officer. All three
commanNavy
are
astronauts
take a casualty loss deduction
ders.
for this even if we haven't repaired the damage?
A - Yes, if the damage quali- EASIER SLEEPING
fies as a casualty loss. Then to
the extent it exceeds $100, it
SPACE CENTER, Houston
will be deductible whether you (UPI)-- Apollo
12 explorers
have repaired the damage or Charles "Pete" Conrad and
not. For more information, see Alan L. Bean should sleep
Publication 547, "Tax Informa- better than their Apollo 11
tion on Disasters,Casualty Loss- predecessors.
es, and Thefts." Send a post card
They were provided with
to your District Director for a hammocks to string across the
free copy.
cramped confines of the Apollo
Q - Is a gift of food or cloth- moon landing craft for their
ing to my church deductible? lunar surface sleep period. The
A - Yes, gifts of food, clothing Apollo 11 astronauts had to nap
and other property to a charitable on their feet.
group are deductible. The amount
of the deduction would be the fair
market value of the property
QUINTS DOING WELL
donated.

This column of questions and
answers on federal tax matters
is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a
public service to taxpayers. The
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q - Shouldn't the person hired
to prepare a return be responsible if there is additional tax
due following an audit?
A • The taxpayer is legally
responsible for all the information on the return even though
someone else helped him prepare it. For this reason, it is
advisable to check every item
on the return carefully before
sending it in and to use only
reputable, qualified tax advisors.
Q - Where can I get extra
tax deposit forms? I can't find
the ones you sent me.
A. Write to either your District Director or the IRS Service
Center where you tile your returns. Be sure to furnish your
business name, address and employer identification number and
Indicate the type of tax and taxable period for which you need
the FTD forms.
USE TEAR GAS
6e-My son who Is attending college is planning to take a
dur- BARCELONA, Spain (UP1>ing the Christmas holiday. If his Police used tear gas Monday to
earnings go over $600, will that disperse 400 students at Barceaffect the exemption I claim for lona University protesting
him?
against American involvement
A - If your son is under 19 in Vietnam. No arrests were
at year-end or qualifies as a reported.

job
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THURSDAY

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Abbie 'N Slats

NOVEMBER 20 190

by R. Van Buren
YOU--AND THIS ENTIRE DOOMED
CCOAMUN I TY - - WiLL. BE BLASTED
OFF 7MAP BY MY MEN,
I WARN YOU..

ONE SHOT FROsi THIS
STELLAR PULVERIZER AND
THERE'LL BE NOTHING LEFT
BUT A HANDFUL OF
QUIVERING ousr/

wo447 DID I TELL )0U,JuDY ?
vER; HERE TO
THEYRE
WIPE U5ALL-

Al
Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
NATCHERL`i.fr-

WE SEEN VO'
TOSS ROCKS
AROUG1-1 A
WINDOW—

"CL

BUT
THEN/
SAY ITS
WRONG-

INCEPT AT TH'BIRTHPLACE OF
UNMENSMUNADUL dOMILIIM
ML DESARVES fl, FO
A REASON NO LACN
WILL MIENSI4UN!!

To
4r

SPAC
(UPI) having
"a gong
ing the
the meg
lunar oi
pictures
Their
lion mile
schedule
(EST) w
kee Clip
Charles
ard F
Bean the
South P.
lay.
The t

AN'
SO IT

IS!!

LONDON (UPI)- The Hanson
quintuplets-Joanne, Nicola, Julie, Sarah and Jacqueline- are
"maint2tnIng their improvement and are coming along
quite nicely," a spokesmen for
Queen Charlotte's Hospital said
today. The quints were born
Thursday night, nine weeks
premature.

SeE

POLAROID CAMERA SALE!!
THE POLAROID GIRL WILL BE AT OUR STORE

SATURDAY NOV. 22, 10 A.M. to 5 P.M
COME IN AND MEET HER! !
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANITY

People
you knol
about w
ion. For
where 11
"do I kn

Come to Big-K and meet the POLAROID CAMERA GIRL. She will take
your picture FREE! See how easy it
is to use a Polaroid Camera. Try the
camera yourself. Take a picture of
your friend. There is no obligation at
all! See why Millions love their Polaroid Cameras! ! !

'What
paper?"
we do w

"Do you
have dot
"dowel
have dot
-V/hat
Tident
night?"
we think
occurred

This cou1
ple gene'
just bec3
3f some s
automatic
thinking

Limit 3 packs per
customer.

We sac!'
ever, sini
fics. Witt
er this I
white, yo'
therefore
tion they
about via
Their qui
clarifying

Built ;n timer, sharp
triplet lens, fold away
range and viewfinder.
$99.99 VALUE

Monti,

SUPER
CAMERA
MODEL 360
No more flash bulbs! Stops
I
tion a1#
1/1000th of a secon
Zeiss ikon Range and viewl

ra

ECONOMY MODEL
_
Has a range and view finder,
also electric eye and shutter.
Easy to use.

Weal
EMEME

West r
dy and a
Clear an
Sunny al
High toda
34 to 42,
SOs

Sund

warmer v

Kentucli
up 0.9; I
ga
Barkley
down 0.1;
12.0.

FLASHGUN
annera and lets you pho
Clips right to your c.
lograph indoors in colorer black and,tiiite
The flash is
Aith the shutter
and uses M 3 clear flest400
268

BEL AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

Sunset
Moon so
FIVE.
Kentuch
average
through 1
normal hi
normal Ii
warTni ng
ing coldei
next week
Total
from a qi
itch. Shol
the week
week.

